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Summer Session
To Open June 19
Long Morning Classes Feature Of
Five-Week Program At Pacific

It is smart

cynical.

slmism is equally easy. Conwith headlines telling of
,jjng European crises and of
nic crises at home, the grad' ,alls easily into the deep rut
jom. Even if there were a
lining to the dark clouds
ead he wouldn't believe it.
blems? Just listen to the
selected by student orators!
ems of Jewish persecution,
prejudice, propaganda, intolProblems of war, peace,
e
Probfi neutrality, isolation.
J of unemployment, overpropn, low wages, the "Lost Gen' on."
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The fourteenth annual regular Summer Session of
the College of the Pacific will be held on the Pacific
campus for a five-week period, June 19 to July 21. Dr.
Gustav A. Werner, professor of History and Political
Science is dean of the Summer Sessions, both regular
and post.
In addition to the campus ses
sion, post programs will be of
fered. These include a three-week
period at Lake Tahoe, August 726; a tour to Alaska, from July
22 to August 6; and a month of
biological study at Dillon Beach,
California, during August.

DR. CODER
TO LEAVE
PACIFIC
English Head Resigns
To Take Advanced
Post In Mid-West
Dr. William D. Coder, head of
the College of the Pacific English
Department for the past year, an
nounced this week that definitely
he will not be back at Pacific next
fall.
Dr. Coder, who leaves Tuesday,
June 6, for Iowa City, Iowa, to
teach at the University of Iowa
summer session, stated that he
will join the faculty of either the
University of Iowa or Northwest
ern University in the fall. He has
received offers from both Institu
tions.
In either case, he would teach
dramatic literature and direct dra
matic productions. Dr. Coder will
make his choice within the next
few days.

Attend Commencement
For A Thrilling
College Experience

No. 33

Pacific, Stockton J. C. Hold
Commencement Next Week
Junior College To Graduate Record*
Class Of 190 Next Friday Night
With the largest graduating class in its history—190
strong—receiving the Associate of Arts degree, the
Stockton Junior College will hold its third annual Com
mencement Exercises next Friday evening, June 9, at
7:00 p. m. in the Pacific Outdoor Theatre. This year's
class exceeds the 1938 class of 145,4
which was the previous high.
Commencement address will be
given by Dr. J. Hugh Jackson,
dean of the Graduate School of
Business, Stanford University. His
topic will be "Looking Ahead."
PROGRAM OUTLINED
The Commencement program
will begin with the Finale from
"The New World Symphony," by
Dvorak, played by the Pacific Stu
dent Association Band.
The graduates wil), march in to
the strains of the processional by
the band, Sir Edwin Elgar's
"Pomp and Circumstance."
The invocation will be delivered
by Mr. George H. Colliver, head
of the Department of Religion of
the College of the Pacific.
Ruth Crane soprano, will sing
"Homing," by' Del Riego as the
last number of the musical pro
gram, preliminary to the Com
mencement address.
ORTON CONFERS TITLE
Following the address, presenta
tion of the graduating class will
be made by Kenneth Klaas, sopho
more class president. Dwayne Orton, president of the Stockton
Junior College, will then official
ly confer the title, Associate of
Arts, upon the graduates.
Presentation of the diplomas
will be made by Ansel S. Williams,
member of the Stockton Board of
Education.
The ceremonies will close with
the playing and singing of "Ameri
ca," by Carey, by the band and
the assembled graduates.

Bishop Martin Will Give Address At
Eighty-Second C. O. P. Graduation
Climaxed by the Eighty-second Commencement Exer
cises on Monday, June 12, next week, beginning Tues
day, June 6, is officially College of the Pacific Senior
Week. The Commencement, which will be held in
Baxter Stadium at 7:00 p. m., will witness the gradua-

•tion of over one hpndred seniors
and present as the speaker of the
evening Bishop William C. Mar
tin of Glendale, California, repre
senting the Eleventh Episcopal
Area, Methodist Episcopal Church,
South.
•
Title of Bishop Martin's Com
REGISTRATION JUNE 19
krjjtion . .
••
mencement address is not known
Registration for the regular ses
ha," says our cynic, even if
at the present time.
sion
will
begin
on
Monday,
June
f« were a solution, and
BUSY WEEK'.
were as plain as the nose on 19, at 8:00 a. m. Schedule of class
Senior Week begins Tuesday
— ce, THEY still wouldn't see instruction will begin Tuesday,
night at 7:15 with the traditional
June
20,
at
7:00
a.
m.
All
but
a
bout the only thing which
Senior Sing.
put everyone back to work few specialized classes will be held
Social highlight of the week is
By BUFORD BUSH
make 'em sigh in the balcony. No
•et our youth off the street In the morning from 7:00 a. m. to
the Senior Ball on Thursday, June
All things considered—the long
12:20
p.
m.,
Monday
through
Fri
i
will
Margaret
George
rock
HERE
SINCE
1936
rs and out of the pool halls
8, from 9:00 p. m. to 1:00 a. m.
and the short of it, Bill Avery and
day.
the rafters with melodious soprano
The decision of Dr. Coder to
be a war, and it looks as if
Friday night, June 9, at 8:30
Muriel Logerwell (no nominations
Classes
will
be
held
on
only
one
leave
Pacific
deprives
the
Senior
what THEY're heading for."
for width and weight)—the Class notes. What will the Conservatory p. m., the Conservatory of Music
i College of the services of one of
you ever notice how often Saturday, July 8, which will en
of 1939 has been a pretty fine outfit. be without these and Harmon will present the Commencement
! its most popular professors. Coder
icynic speaks about THEY? able students to have a "Fourth
concert, followed by a reception in
We could go down the roster, Ginn?
! had been on the English staff of
'''(Y—individuals with supposed- of July" vacation from Friday,
Anderson Hall to Conservatory
name by name, listing and inter
Where
will
go
the
queens
of
the College since the fall of 1936.
upernatural power and a vin- June 30, until Wednesday morn
preting the achievements of each
graduates by Delta Chapter of Pi
yester-year—Edith I jams, Verna
He was appointed chairman of the
,ve hatred of humanity. THEY ing, July 5. Class sessions will be
individual during his four years
Kappa Lambda, the national hon
English
department
in
1938.
long
In
order
to
get
the
required
'•io are to carry the world to
of intensive training—scholastic- Dunstan, and Junan Bronzieh. orary society.
One of
Coder's outstanding
Ik and ruin despite all that number of hours in the short fiveally, socially, and extra-curricuarly Whose benelovent rule of the Mardi
Saturday's events, June 10, in
Dean of the fourteenth annual achievements at C. O. P. was the
week session.
—including both academical and Gras will replace theirs and will clude the intramural oratorical
men with two hands and
College of the Pacific Summer tightening up of requirements for
collegiate interpretation—but the memories be as sweet? It's a rare contest in the morning, open house
Tuition, including registration
vote can do.
Sessions is DR. GUSTAV A. an English major and preparation
Naranjado has more space to
at the various fraternities and
n't blame the cynic. Certain- fees, is: Six units, $35.00; four
WERNER.
for graduate work. This revised,
handle the situation, so we recom class that graduates three queens sororities in the afternoon, and the
units, $25.00; two units, $15.00.
'ffiere is enough in what
unified system goes into full effect
like these.
mend that you read it.
presentation of "Electra" in the
Auditors will pay $5.00 per course.
tfw »•,»« i calls our modern "syphilizathis
fall.
Then forget not the luminaries Outdoor Theatre at night.
THEY
MADE
IT,
MAW!
to make all graduates feel MAXIMUM LOAD
OTt
Rather let us dwell upon the of the Pacific Student Association
As per usual custom, the Bacca
futility of it all. Cynicism,
SUCCESSOR UNKNOWN
Six units of credit (or six and
fact that the Class of 1939 is achiev —"Gavel Pounder" Farley (think laureate Sermon will be given by
\I
" 01nically surveying from the one-half including physical educa
The appointment of a successor
ing graduation. Incidentally what
President Tully C. Knoles in the
5:3LINES or elsewhere man', tion) will be the maximum allow
to Dr. Coder has not been made
more honor can there be than to of the loss of the "nectar" jokes); College Auditorium at 8:00 p. m.,
efforts,
a lucaxio
means wi
of
.
DHUi to, provides
piuviuco et
yet, according to Dr. Tully C.
ance toward the degrees, bachcelor
say that, despite the heat, the Betty Rae Stone (no longer the Sunday, June 11.
i : | a r c j Q . ?e from t h e problem of soluKnoles, president of the College.
of arts, bachelor of music.
professors, Rhizomia week-ends, cry—"Unite, women, unite" — and ALUMNI DINNER
Negotiations are being made to
late knights, long daze and bookish now who carries the torch of the
A maximum of four units of
The big alumni feature for the
the
problems
hopeless?
Can
the acancy within the next
Suffragettes?) Then those capable
r,u®» *ta
mazes, 1939 is graduating?
coming
commencement will be the
second and probably by far graduate credit or six units of
month.
Yes, and what's more their de shoes of Hepburn, Eaton, Bronzieh annual Alumni Commencement
n»: more important step of dis- upper division credit will be ac
"We are very sorry to see Dr.
and Finney. And will we ever have
parture
is
going
to
leave
some
Dinner in Anderson Hall, on Sun
ition be taken by our genera- cepted toward the degrees, Master
Coder go," stated Dr. Knoles, "but
mighty large holes to be plugged another green and white Naran day, June 11, at 5:00 p. m., fol
10:R 11
of Arts, Master of Music.
wish him every success in his new
among the campus activities, some jado?
n rftku e road may — nay, will — be Courses of Instruction include
venture."
And those silver tongues of the lowing Baccalaureate.
sizeable shoes to be filled, and a
subjects
in
the
various
depart
The time of the dinner has been
Accompanying Dr. Coder east
and weary. The foe Is powplatform
and stage—Marlon Akers,
rather warm spot in the hearts of
changed from the former Satur
Temporarily delayed by the ne- will be Mrs. Coder and their three
Doris
Hancock,
Marie
Nichols,
and hard to overcome. But ments, Ancient Language, Botany,
both undergraduates and faculty,
Economics and Sociology, Educa cesstly of sending back to the na children, Billy Jr., 12, Barbara,
day date to Sunday because It is
*'5 ; the mind of man can comwhich is going to glow for quite Erwin Farley, Lucian Scott, and
tion and Psychology, English,
felt that more will be able to at
George
Meyers.
Who
fills
the
place
end, the mind of man can
tional executive offices for the six, and Virginia Lee, age two.
some time.
French, Geography, Geology,
tend on that day, and Saturday,
of
"Cup
Winner"
Hancock?
And
o—
There lies our hope In
Fighting Tigers will come and
June 10, will be left open for fra
Graphic Arts, History and Politi Blue Key constitution and vital in
' s to come.
Fighting Tigers will go, but the who will now cause Marc to groan?
cal Science, Music, Philosophy, formation, plans for a BlUe Key
These assembly programs will be ternity and sorority reunions.
im» ||
present crop always seems to bo
The parents of the graduating
Physical Education and Speech.
chapter at Pacific will be thor
unpunctuated
by Scott's pantomlnes
•«*!»
irreplaceable; and their departure
In addition, the 1939 summer oughly grounded at a meeting next
r«p< » Uikf each generation there are
will be experienced with a sense of and sleep will prevail over the seniors are also invited to attend
auditorium. Ah, yes, what WILL the dinner. President of the Paci
who dare to face difficulties schedule calls for three dramatic week of the upperclassmen inter
Smith
puzzled loss.
productions
on
three
stages.
life be without the sterling stuff fic Alumni Association, Mrs. Birdie
Some
win,
some
los>
Who
will
be
blocking
for
Dick
• of Ha! irely.
Mitchell Esser, is arranging the
For complete Information about ested in the society.
Bentley? Who takes Fred Boyes' of '39?
loo »(tk gain the greater part,
The data received from Gaines
program for the affair, which will
the Summer Sessions, see Page 3.
L'ENVOI
lap
on
the
mile
relay
team?
Who
e
of
these
men
was
J.
D.
lard.
include a survey on the Alumni
Wth
a
sense
of
regret
we
say,
ville,
Florida,
where
the
national
makes
those
Paul
Rippon
shots
a pioneer in the air-mail
After the first proposed amend
"Adios, '39." They're off on the Living Endowment Fund, a report
from
court
corners?
Who
tackles
offices
are
located
and
where
the
;ce
when
airplanes
flew,
some>rja«
ment to the PSA Constitution was
on the Five Year Program of Ad
Next Monday, June 5, the box for Grubbs, and who's in their long, hard pull. May they go with
and fell like wounded birds
Blue Key started (University of passed in yesterday's Assembly, the
cob tad •
vance, a talk by President Knoles,
our
best
for
their
best,
and
a
lot
fighting
for
Dleckmann,
Guggolz,
Florida), indicated that the Pacific furore over the second amendment office will open for the one-night
rais tut thers.
Koehler, Rivera, Scott, and Trem- of fun and a few tears toward the and the induction of the seniors
stand
of
"Electra"
next
Satur
)ts of funny experiences befell
club would not be able to enter reached such a peak that it was
into the alumni association.
bley? (Not to mention "Twenchell- end of a job well dine.
early experimenters—brave
the society until early next fall. moved to hold a secret ballot on day, June 10.
Reservations for the Alumni
The Kings are dead! As life
ing"
for
Trembley?)
Audrey Krasnow is in the title
who carried the spirit of the
However, the report urged immedi the remaining three amendments
somehow staggers on at Pacific— Dinner should be made with Rob
FAREWELL, SWEET NOTES!
role
of
the
thousand-year
old
eer into the twentieth cenJunior College Art Department, ate formation of the group this in the Main Hall of the Ad Build
ert Burns, alumni secretary, not
No more will Norma Bentley long live the Kings of 1940!
drama, and Henry Hobson, veterOld timers used to laugh at under the direction of Miss Char semester, so all preliminaries to ing tomorrow.
later than Friday evening, June
of the Pacific stage, will be
I story Hill told about a low lotte Spalteholz, is showing the the acceptance of the new chapter
The polls will be open from 8:30
9. Cost is eighty-five cents per
seen
as
Orestes,
Electra's
brother.
ing trip he made in a torren- final exhibit of this school year may be out of the way.
a. m. until 2:30 p m., with Presi
plate.
Claribel Coffman, Gene Minson,
I rain.
next week In room 217 of Weber
Martin Pulich, temporary chair dent Ernie Atkinson in charge.
A CAPPELLA REUNION
Bob Lanlng, and Dick Mircki
It got so thick I knew it Hall.
man of the croup, this week dis ACCEPTED CHANGE
Another alumni affair to take
handle
the
remaining
leading
parts.
jdn't be rain. I looked at the
The show will include the fol closed some of the qualifications
place on Sunday will be a re
The
first
amendment
which
Ineter—and there I was flying lowing Federal Art Project loans for entrance of a new chapter in
FIRST OUTDOORS
union of all A Cappella Choir
passed yesterday reads:
feet • below sea level! It was received this week from northern to the parent organization.
'Electra" will be the first pre
members. The choir alumni and
1.
References
to
class
standing
d I swear I was floating up California artists: "Abstraction,"
Herman Sapiro, Pacific's author present members of the choir will
sentation of the year to be given
refer to scholastic standing, unless
MEN INTERESTED
ity on swing, will be "jiving" it for meet at Alpha Theta Tau House
t. my safety belt, and the tempera painting by Richard Ayer;
in the Outdoor Theatre, and as
The petitioning group must con otherwise designated. For example, the ancient Greeks also gave their
the rallies next year, as chairman
. came swarming around to "Child with a Goat," a driftwood
1:30 to sing together and get
sculpture by Francina Terebova; sist of at '.east eight men. Paci to have attained High Junior stand plays in amphitheatres, the setting
of the Rally Committee, following generally acquainted with one an
M
re at me."
ing
the
student
must
have
success
his appointment by PSA President other. It is hoped by J. Russell
timers don't laugh at that and "PreAdolescence," an Oregon fic's group includes more than ten
will be in the traditional mode.
fully passed 75 units, or any other
elect Ernie Atkinson. The appoint Bodley, director of the A Capella
any more. Hill and his redwood burl carving by Lester upperclassmen, including E r w i n
The chorus, representing the
number adopted by the Registrar
ment was approved at a special group, that this will be the begin
|dy on the air-mail service, Ber- Mathews. These three works make Farley, Ernie Atkinson, Bill Beck
Greek
idea
of
the
ideal
audience,
for High Junior standing should
meeting of the 1939-'40 Executive ning of a new commencement tra
set out one day to fly the up a second permanent loan to the er, Bob Klentz, Francis Finney, some change from the present re is jointly directed by John Crabbe
Committee this morning.
,ntic in a ship they called "Old Junior College art department by Trevor Griffiths, Dick Morrall, quirement of 75 units be made.
and Miss Mae Shaw. Barbara Aldition.
Dick Eaton, Irvin Grubbs and Pu
The selection of Sapiro, a senior
Monday morning there will be a
Somewhere over the gray the Federal Art Project.
bertson will lead the group.
To be shown at the same time lich.
TODAY'S BALLOT
student from Stockton, was the meeting of the Board of Trustees
Rehearsal has been in full swing
ntic the steady hum of their
All members of the petitioning
are works seen recently on Treas
first appointment made by Atkin of the College.
Amendments which will be listed for the past week.
ors stopped.
ure Island, which are now being group must be endorsed by three on the ballot today are:
son to the Student Affairs Com KNOLES RECEPTION
EURIPIDES VERSION
The petition
exhibited at the Haggin Memorial faculty members.
mittee. Several appointments have
2. Class Elections shall be held
Following the graduation cere
Sophocles and Aeschylus also
already been tentatively made, but monies Monday evening, a recep
such seriousness. This will be Galleries. Student work not shown must be approved by either the at the same time as the regular wrote versions of the classic story,
announcement is being withheld tion will be given at Anderson
last opportunity to smile out at the last exhibit on May 12 will faculty administrative officer in Spring Elections, with the exception but "Electra" as written by Eurcharge of student organizations or of Election of Frosh officers, which ipedes has been chosen, because
until the committee is completed Hall at 9:00 p. m. by President
our SIDELINES, so let's also be featured.
The show is open to the public the president of the college.
shall be held in the Fall. Class it is considered the most- modern
e the most of it. Here's one
The council members of the and Mrs. Knoles honoring Bishop
from 8:00 a. m. to 4:00 p. m. every
Dr. Knoles has already placed officers Will take control at the and most stirring of the three.
our young gallants,
A. W. S. will become members of and Mrs. Martin, graduates and
hear your son in college is week day, and from 7:00 to 10:00 his stamp of approval on the opening of the Fall Semester.
the Student Affair Committee next friends, alumni, faculty and friends
The play is to serve as a climax
p. m. on Monday and Thursday project, as has Dean of Men Jim
3. No Pacific Student Association to Senior Week, and it is the hope
Electrifying AUDREY KRAS year, which will help tie in the of the College.
a !6t of extra work."
evenings. There is no admission Corson.
member may hold in any one year of the drama department that NOW, who will play the title role work of the women's organization
The annual exhibition of the
, he's a girl scout."
Before the group becomes
more than one major appointive many Alumni and graduates will In the Outdoor Theatre produc with the PSA, and give the S.A.C. Art Department in Weber Memori
charge.
ou mean a Boy Scout."
—o
chapter, its petition has to be or elective position which runs for
a stronger judicial function, accord al Hall next week-end will be open
o, he's always scouting for
join in the audience. Tickets are tion of "Electra" June 10.
approved by the National Adminis the entire academic year. The at the regular price, and season
at the following hours: Friday,
ing to Atkinson.
trative Council of Blue Key and by
o
1:00
to 5:00 p. m.; Saturday, from
tickets
are
acceptable.
-XContinued On Page 3
two-thirds of the member chapters.
9:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m., except
fessor (after handing out
during the noon hour; Sunday,
QUALIFICATIONS
papers): Are there any cornafter the Ba 3alaureate Service
Qualifications for membership
kits or questions?
and Monday, from 9:00 a. m. to
which
must
be
adhered
to
are:
heshman: Yes, sir. I certainly
4:00 p. m., except during the noon
Radio
Stage
broadcasts
its
last
Only
undergraduates
who
have
tllink 1 deserve zero today.
i I Ik
hour.
-show of this semester tonight at completed two full academic years
Schedule of final examinations for next week, June Finals in the local intramural
I p>f.: i don't either, but it is
o
g:30 — "Interview by Lamplight, are eligible for active membership.
Three
young
women
will
fill
the
5-9, inclusive, is as follows:
oratory contest will be held on Sat
Qyi lowest mark I am permitted fo
original musical play written Alumni and graduate students Class ordinarily meets:
elective
positions
of
the
All-College
Has Examinations: urday, June 10, at 10:30 a. m. in
P 'e any member of this class.
by George Meyers, with piano ar may be honorary members, but
Honor Society for the year 1939-40,
&l
W
F
Monday 8:00-10:00 the S. C. A. rooms.
rangements made by Harold Rog no more than five such members M W F* "oo ' '
it was decided at their annual
,esday
12:2^:22
Among those who will compete election held last Wednesday night
lv^
may be carried at any one time. M'. W. F. 8:55 7.7.'..7..
^..jjThe pain of parting is nothing ers.
W. F. 9:50 ..............................v•• Wedn^ay }2 2£" 22 are John Fanucchi, Gladys Bar In Anderson Social Hall.
The cast will consist of Pierce
Members must belong to the M.
[the joy of meeting again."—
M. W. F. 10:45
.Thursday 10:00-12;00
tholomew, Gregg Phifer, and Orcholas, in "Nicholas Nickleby," Young, Margaret Lee, Bud Meyers, Caucasian race, sex must be male. M. AV. F. 11:40
Elected chancellor to succeed
lienal-OO
Friday 12.00-2.iw
vell Fletcher. Junior College stu Bobbin Gay Peck was Margaret
Beverly Wood, Glen Tanner and
The upperclassman must have M F W. 12:35...
Six College of Pacific students.
[Charles Dickens.
Thursday 8:00-10:00 dents who will enter the special J. George, senior songstress. For vice- Erwin Farley, Junan Bronzieh,
Max Gobel. Songs will be sung an average which Is higher than M. AV. F. 1:30
...
s^lft-Oft C. section, if there is one, are Les chancellor suceeding Virginia Wes Betty Rae Stone, Helen Hall, Ed
by Mary Whisenand and Lewis the all-college average of the male M. AV. F. 2:25
M. AV. F. 3:20
fj ,2^ 2:2n
students to be considered for mem nr Th s*fsa
• Monday 2.00-4.00 Jacobsen, Kipp Gimple, Dorothy ton, Gladys Hughes was chosen, Koehler and Francis Finney were
F "Interview by Lamplight" is the
T Th 8-55
'.'.".7........
Tuesday 2:00-1:00 Guerin, Allen Breed, and probably Doris Hancock was elected mar- named in the annual publication,
bership.
AVednesday 2:00-4:00 others.
first musical show ever broadcast
All other qualifications are left T Tli" 0-50
shall, the former incumbent being "Who's Who Among Students In
T.' Th.' 11:40.
......Monday 10:00-12:00
Judging
will
be
done
by
a
group
Margaret George. Professor C. E American Colleges and Universi
to the individual consideration of
from the Campus Studio.
Th. 12:35
™0nd2y
The Cultural Background of
Tonight's
performance
closes the chapter. It is these things T.
T Th. 1:30
Thursday 2:00-4.00 of alumni experienced in forensic Corbin was unanimously re-elected ties" it was learned early this week.
ha," was discussed by Mr. Ching this semester's full-schedule radio that the meeting next week will T Tli 2:25
They were selected because of
Friday 2:00-4:00 lines. The Friedberger cup and honorary scribe
Lee last Sunday afternoon, broadcasting under the direction
T Th 3-20
Wednesday 8:00-10:00 probably another will be awarded
Runner-up positions for all three their all-around abilities in scholar
decide.
Foods
Tuesday 4:00-6:00 the victors. The finals are open to offices were men: Martin Pulich ship and extra-curricula activities.
the Christian Church, for the
of John Crabbe.
World Today
.Wednesday 4:00-6:00
efit of the Student Christian
Pacific also received the dubious
/
Quantitative Analysis
AVednesday 2:00-4:00 anyone interested in hearing these for chancellor, Gregg Phifer for
delation's activities in China.
vice-chancellor, and Bob Wentz for honor of being mentioned in the
Journalism
• •• Thursday 2:MMl:00 student orations.
Ir. Lee is a Chinese movie star,
section on the problem of finances
Principles of Investment
Thursday 2:00-4.00
marshal!
If any one hour course- presents conflict in examination schedule,
On display in the main room of
he appeared as a companion
and the acquirement of odd jobs.
o
Walter S. Gifford, president of
Delayed at the bindery, the 1939
examination
hours
may
bo
arranged
beteen
class
and
instructor.
'aul Muni in "The Good Earth." Naranjado will make its appear the College of the Pacific Library,
The government has cancelled "Then, there is the case of two boys
If examination is given in laboratory work the examination hour the American Telephone and Tele
's a brother of Edward Lee, ance on Monday, June 5. The is the collection of fine old printing corresponding to any of the regular laboratory hours may be chosen graph Company, has been named the usual summer European cruise who haul fertilizer to pay for their
.Ualumnnus of Pacific.
Union College's honorary chancel of the U. S. Naval Academy mid- education at the College of Pacific."
books will be distributed at the loaned by Mr. Lewis S. Kroeck. or It may be given in the last regular laboratory period.
Courses given at 4:15 or 7:15 p. m. will have the flnal exaxmna lor for the next school year.
L 0/4any persons who heard him are business office, according to Fred Several books printed before 1500,
Bob Stark and Co. please note.
shipment because of war threats.
tlon at the regular hour during examination week.
^ forested in having him return to Boyes, manager of the yearbook. are included in the exhibit.
) U , S lak here again.
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Bush Sheds Tear Or Two For Our Seniors
On Eve Of Martyrdom To Commencement
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Is Last Production
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GRADUATION TIME IS NIGH

VOYAGE!

—By BASTIAN

The

once again, and that old feeling of impending doom
creeps over seniors. After four years of comparative
security, the graduate goes out to be buffeted by a
hard, cruel world. Whereupon tears of compassion
are supposed to flow freely.
' Somehow we can't take that "Weeping Willie"
attitude, for it strikes us that the Class of '39 is
singularly fitted to grapple with the doings of des
tiny. The large majority of the present senior class
has had to work for an education, many of them con
tributing almost 100% of the funds needed for their
schooling. Students who have had to make their
own way or a good part of it over a period of four
years generally manage to develop a certain amount
of self-reliance that stands them in good stead when
they get out in the world (of which they have
already had a good taste before leaving school.)
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By GALEN "STUB" HARVEY
PACIFIC RADIO HONOR ROLL
In co-operation with Pacific's
Campus Studio directors, John
Crabbe and Art Farey, your radio
editor lists below those campus
studio personalities who have
made outstanding contributions to
Pacific's radio life this semester.
Their consistent appearances be
fore the mike, the interest they
have shown in their part in the
studio programs, whether it was
dramatic or technical, their atti
tude towards productions, and the
excellence of their performances
has determined their position on
the roll.
However, the committee realizes
that there are other students who
have done a great deal to give
Pacific the excellent reputation it
enjoys, ethereally speaking, but
those that follow are those stu
dents who have been unusually
good in their respective lines.
Reba Sinclair and Bob Laning
have been chosen as Pacific's No. 1
dramatic
personalities. Bud
Meyers, Claribel Coffman and Max
Gobel are close to the top, too.
All of these have been prominent
in Radio Stage and Musical Por
traits.

With that philosophy as a basis, it is hard to see
how the Class of '39 can fail to make its way in the
world. For individually and collectively, the seniors
have proved themselves self-reliant, hard-working.
Our wish for the seniors leaving us is that they may
always keep that spirit, remain heads-up and un
afraid of work.
«

I

Much time and effort has gone into the planning
of these varied programs, which have been designed
to meet the tastes of every type of student. Credits
may be earned in the atmosphere of the classroom,
on board ship-deck, amidst the rugged natural beauty
of Lake Tahoe or wading on the beach in northern
California. In all cases, the student is assured of
expert instruction. The professors for the Summer
Session programs are hand-picked and represent the
finest corps of teachers available.
In the regular session on the Pacific campus, the
visiting student will find unexcelled facilities, includ
ing the new library, swimming pool, and fine living
quarters. To say that the surroundings are con
genial is trite but true. The ony way that the stu
dent can prove it is to come and see for himself.
The 1939 Summer Session merits the largest at
tendance in its career, for never before has such an
all-inclusive program been offered the student.

PACIFIC'S FIRST LITERARY
magazine, MSS, has been published by the Scroll and
Stylus Club this week and, from the quick sell-out
and general comment, one would judge it to be a
valuable addition to the cultural life of the campus.
And rightly so, for it gives the aspiring writers of
the Pacific Student Association their first real chance
at creative work. The literary club deserves high
praise for taking the initiative in this magazine ven
ture.
The enthusiastic reception accorded the 1939 trailblazing MSS indicates that it might be advisable to
make the magazine a regular member of the PSA
publications family next year, along with the
WEEKLY, Naranjado and Bengal Bulletin. Cer
tain it is that the Publications Committee will con
sider this proposal early next fall.

SEMESTER'S END FINDS
a not-too-worn-out editor and business manager fin
ishing up the most extensive WEEKLY publication
schedule in C.O.P. history. A lot of work has gone
into the paper and naturally we hope that it has met
with general approval. From the various comments
heard from time to time, we like to flatter ourselves
that this is true.
To the members of the staff who gave so freely
of their time and ability throughout the year, we
extend the heartiest thanks. Without the fine' co
operation of the largest active staff the WEEKLY
has ever had, it would have been impossible to at
tain the present high standard. It is our hope, upon
leaving office, that the way has been pointed to in
creased student participation in journalism, with a
subsequent rise in the quality of the WEEKLY.
BILL BECKER
DICK EATON

Clyde Lindsay warrants first
place for his outstanding work as
an announcer. John Fanuechi is
also doing a great piece of work
along this line.
Dale Rose has done a fine job
on sound effects.
Harmon Ginn, Norman Lamb
and Camille Goff are first place
honorees in the division.

•

at Pacific looms as the most comprehensive and
varied program offered in the fourteen-year history
of the Summer School. Under the direction of Dr.
G. A. Werner, the mid-year session will offer five
weeks of study at Pacific, a three-week post-session
at Lake Tahoe, a cruise to Alaska and a month of
biological study at one of California's finest beaches.
Surely the student or teacher who is looking for
something "different" in the way of education can
find it in the unusual curricula of the Pacific Sum
mer Session!

t

|

M
- -MpCat's 1
a Whisker

In other respects, the Class of '39 is a good, aver-,
age Pacific graduating class, with its share of honor
students, artistic talent, and executive ability. These
are things which are often taken as criteria for pre
dictions for the-success or non-success of a college
graduate—an attitude which seems basically false
to us.
The two most important factors in any success
are work predicated upon at least average ability and
luck. Luck, or "the breaks," is not something that
is born out of thin air. It, in turn, is based upon
action and industry. In short, the breaks comes to
him who makes them.

THE 1939 SUMMER SESSION .
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A SENIOR TO HIS CAP AND
GOWN
Tell me, Ethiopian nightshirt,
Must I put my pride to shame,
And expose myself in public
With you draped upon my frame ?

w HTR L
By TWIINl'HELL

By GAIL SCHEEKE
HAIL AND FAREWELL
On account of this is the last
in this semester's series of Weekly
publications, we'd like to be able
to write an extra special epic
worthy of the occasion. But with
our usual incapacity to set down
even the most ordinary facts sans
a distorted garbling, we'd better
confine ourselves to saying simply
"thank you" to our very best edi
tor for the opportunity of doing
this column, De Marcus Brown
for a season of extra-special suc
cesses, and the world in general
for not bombarding us with de
cayed vegetable matter due to the
originality and fire we manage
not to reach in spite of our vain
efforts.
AND AGAIN ELECTRA
One last plea! Do see ELEC
TRA! Not only because it's the
last production of the season, but
because it is a Greek tragedy—
and one rarely has a chance to
witness one of these epics. It
has the cream of the "tops" for a
cast, and it is developing into a
piece magnifique.
This isn't a plug for anyone but
you and you and you—it's you who
will reap the benefit from this
production. If you aren't swayed
by the beauty, the organization,
the majesty of this final Outdoor
Theatre presenttation, we'd like
to see you and find out why. (For
personal interview, phone 3-0596—
yippee!)
Just as the two World Fairs are
singing "HI Ho, Come To The
Fair" let us yodel "Come, Come,
Come, to ELECTRA."
AND MOURNING BECOMES
Backstage after the hour and a
half reading last Thursday night,
we stood ourselves in a corner and
screamed "wonderful, s p l e n d i d ,
grand" into a big black tormenter
till we were blue in the face.
We still haven't recovered from
the effect of O'Neill's morbid
work. We were so exalted by the
work of Bobbin Gay Peck and the
reading of Claribel Coffman, Toni
Rifberg, Bud Myers, Bob Laning,
Carl Fuller, Reba Sinclair, and
Dick Briggs that we wanted to
make up a completely new vo
cabulary to express our feelings.
But the result of their respective
readings left us with the eerie,
opague weariness which comes
whenever we read O'Neill by our
selves.
It was a wonderful display of
the versatility of our players and
their capacity for doing real trage
dy. Their performance was height
ened by the use of the black
drapes and white columns, ' the

DR. EISELEN'S
GAG O'
THE WEEK

CONFESSIONS OF A
COLUMNIST
Something should certainly be
appropriate for these last words
before I tuck the sheep epidermis
under my arm, shake the strong
hand of Tully Knoles and stride
out into God-knows what. It's all
very dramatic when you read
about it in books or see it on the
silver screen. It's like all the rest
of it around here the striding
down the walks arm in arm with
the coeds, the singing on the fra
ternity steps of the same songs
that Brother Smith used to sing
back in '87; the bespectacled profs
and their lectures; the cramming
before "ex's" and the big dances
with the soup and fish and all.
Yes, truth is stranger than fic
tion, they say, but seldom as" in
teresting we add. It's all happen
ed. The best compliment I can
pay Pacific is that it is all you
want a college to be. It's got the
flowered walks, the OLd Ox Roa^s,
the songs on the front steps with
the same thrilling (?) blend of
male voices, the profs and the tra
ditional methods of study. Just
because I'm not turning hand
springs is no sign it isn't here.
And no sign I haven't loved it all.
But, being one of these constantly
disillusioned people who lives in
anticipation and reverie, this grad
uation is just the interval of real
ity I must endure.
So, before it turns into a goldenedged dream, let me give yog a
summary of impressions which
may or may not interest you:
THE BEST I'VE SEEN AND
HEARD . , . right on the campus
. . . Johnny Cechini's speech in
Assembly after being elected cap
tain a few years ago . . . Norm
Hoffman's column right. in this
spot jtwo years back . , . the
Mardi Gras of 1938 . . . Last
year's team, in the second quarter
of the Fresno game ... Verna
Dunstan . . . Bob McCormack's
band . . . the banquet at Chicago
by the Order of the "C" . . . Dr.
Pease's lectures (which should
boys in their Tux'es, and the girls
in their white formals.
There should have been a lot
of publicity and admission charged
for this first step into the "read
ing" field on our campus. We are
hoping for more next year.
AND SOOOOOO
we bid adieu to you, dear reader,
with the hope of seeing you again
next semester and having more of
the same fun—
HASTA LUEGA.

Solomon in all his glory
Ne'er was barbed like one of
these,
With thy somber convolutions
Bagging outward at the knees.
From the lines that you are cut on
With a waist of eighty plus,
I suspect that you were built to
Form-fit a rhinoceros.
And I never once suspected—
Though I'm no scholastic prize—
That I would be forced to sneak up
On my sheepskin in disguise.
M. R. E.
surprise you) . . . strawberries
and vanilla ice cream in the din
ing hall . . . Tomasini's half mile
in the Far Western . . . Stagg's
speech at a rally three years ago
in the gym about his shoes .
Mrs. Stagg . . . Virginia Nelson's
car . . . the duets with Vinnie
Peck and AI Harkins . . .Edith
Ijams and Mary Bay for friends
. . . Howard Hawley for a "big
night' '. . . Pacific Hail . . . sung
by A Cappella Choir.
FOR THE SCANDAL . . . (We
acknowledge M. S„ Bill S. and
J. P. for help) . . . Roxine for
being tiie only one to get mad .
we do!,owe an apology . . . Oscar
Dowdling for capers . . . Mu
Zeta for the big row this semester
. . . somehow we let that pur
posely slip by . . . Betty Dixon
for scooping anything new . .
Rhizomia for leading the apple
throwing bombardment On Omega
Phi's tree . . . this jjear's election
for rivalry . . . Shay for her sunbrowned beach boy on the Alpha
Thete week end . . . Luke Scott
for just existing . . . the Dorm
girls for getting around . . . Charmian and Sherwood for the cou
ple of the year . . . and the
faculty for not quite jumping on
my neck a few times when the
urge was great.

FAMED ANNOUNCER ADVISES
Don Forbes, chief announcer for
the Pacific Network of CBS, has
a few things to say to ambitious
announcers.
Don't invest any money in radio
schools. There are very few who
have turned out creditable radio
announcers, but such examples are
rare. Some universities and col
leges offer commendable training
for radio broadcasting.
The first requirement is a good
voice. It should be friendly and
and possess a definite perosnality.
A natural delivery is most desir
able.
Pure diction, of course, is an
other advantage, but one must not
be so precise that his delivery
sounds affected.
Having a flair for the dramatic
is a valuable asset. A broad edu
cational background is a require
ment for the successful announ
cer. A high school or college stu
dent should take as many courses
as possible in public speaking, de
bating and drama.
He should
study music, foreign languages,
and informative literature concern
ing the job.
These are but a few of the do's
and don'ts suggested by Mr.
Forbes. Read 'em and profit, or
have you been told this before!
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VIA GROSSE

MOST COLUMNISTS TRY TO
work up gradually to a peak
the last issue so they can
prove they have something on the
ball. I know I haven't anything
on the ball, and I don't believe
this is my best column. However,
let's get away from me and talk
about this professor in a Boston
medical school.
He says high
heels are a menace to your
equilibrium, which is best when
you are barefoot. By that he
meant your sense of balance, but
the test showed that 30 per cent
had good balance in high heels be
cause of habit. The USC Trojan
said the test was conducted by
attaching a pointed stylus to the
head which traced a path on
smoked paper overhead.
YOU'VE WITNESSED THEM
all, the ice cream eating craze,
goldfish gulping, kissing contests,
phonograph record eating contests.
They're come, taken us by storm,
then disappeared. Their place has
been taken by a new craze that
ought to gain favor, especially
with the men. The Loyolan de
clares an Ohio State freshman
had his hair clipped neatly for a
nickel on a dare. It's my guess
the hot weather will cause this
sort of a thing to flourish. It's
also my guess the hair tonic manu
facturers ought to get off the dime
and look into this.
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YE EDITOR OBJECTED
To my including another letter
from our eminent comedian fav
orite, Jack Benny, in last week's
column. Probably because there
was too much other news to get
in to that issue, so here goes this
week. (Incidentally, Twinchell, my
facetious colleague of the Woodstocks, has seen this letter.)
Dear Stub; Your letter written
some weeks ago has just been
brought to my attention.
Thanks to you and the student
body of the College of the Pacific
for the high honor awarded the
Jello Program, members of my
cast and myself in your recent
radio poll.
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pac.
With best wishes to you all,
Sincerely, (Signed) JACK BENNY. Student Association. Entered as second class matter October J4, 1.
at the Postofflce, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 11
°ARY GRANT
IRA BLUE PHONES EDITOR
Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in
JEAN ARTH
1U
While trying to type out this tion 1103, October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
copy last Monday morning, your
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1.50 A YEAR
radio editor received a phone call
Com/" g
from Ira Blue in S. F.'s NBC stu
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1938
Member
dios, in which he stated that he
Ptootided Gollefiiale Press
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Editor
Pacific! (We hope!)
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O'Doul, and several others who
are leaders in the world of sport
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NOW IT'S GOODBYE GATES
. . . to my good colleagues, Har
vey and Sapiro . . , may we sit
side by side at. typewriters again,
somewhere .. . . and exchange
banter ... to Becker, who will
never agair. say "Where's that
column?" ... to the songs on the
porch and the walks along the
maple tree lanes . . . and the long
June, nights at the swimming pool
or spra-1'.-led on a couch at the
frat ... to the Thursday night
jam sessions . . . the Thank God
It's Friday Club who meet either
at Ottos or Joe's ... the Culture
Club . . . and any of you who
might have read this dribble this
year. . . . I've got the sheepskin,
the gal, and my memories . . . the
rest is yours . . . keep up the
ter, Radio Day events and writecollegiate atmosphere, gang .
ups, and Radio Honor Roll anthats' TwincheUs' dying request
nouncements.
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-College Of The Pacific 1939 "5-Week
,v enaissance Will POST-SESSION TRIP Biology To "HENRY IV" TO OPEN
CUxfj»3e Special Course TO ALASKA DRAWS Be Taught SUMMER THEATRE
n
8,
<5

PrnQPnt
Simoni Tn
To Present

Artistic Review In

VISITOR

Summer Session

u

On Wednesday of this week, twenty-eight persons
already signed up to participate in the College of
Pacific post-session summer tour to Alaska for the
two-week period from July 22 to August 6. This an
nouncement was made by Miss Grace M. Carter, secre
had
the

DHOutstanding

authors, artists, and
Slosophers of the period will be
' - (diedBecause paintings and
itues of the Italian Renaissance
ijch are exhibited at the Golden
Jte International Exposition proVn Hi
v.,. Je an opportunity to study the
t 0f the period at first hand.
Tits will be made to the Fair durg the course.

Dillon Beach Is
Site Of Novel
Noble Experiment

Early Sign-up Heavy For Two-Week
Trip To Be Conducted By Dr. Knoles

pf interest to art and philoshv lovers
will be the course en1
fiy
'The Italian Renaissance,"
presented at this year's sumsession by Frederick S. Simoni,

f>

At Ocean SEASON JUNE 29

TWENTY-EIGHT

"Biology by the Sea," a College
of the Pacific post-session, will be
he* this year at Dillon Beach,
California, from August 6 to 27.
It will be under the direction of
Dr. Alden H. Noble.
The courses offered will be Ani
mal Biology (Zoology 1A), 4 units,
no prerequisite, and Marine Zoo
logy (Zcoligy 112), 2-4 units, pre
requisite: Zoology 1A or upper divi
sion standing. Classes will he held
daily except Sunday, between 8:00
a. m. and 12:00 a. m. Afternoons
will be free for study and recrea
tion.
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Tahoe Post
Session In
August
Stanford, Werner,
Harris, McAllister
To Give Courses

Many Courses Offered By Drama, Speech
Departments During Five-Week Session
"Henry IV," in a version condensed by Bob Eley,
will be the opening presentation of the Summer Theatre
on June 29.
The play will be part of Bob Eley's preparation for
his master's degree. Instead of the usual two parts of

Encouraged by the success of
last summer's C. O. P. post-session
at Zephyr Point, Lake Tahoe, and
by requests for another trial, a
similar "school'' has been planned
this year for August 7 to 26.
At Zephyr Point, considered an
ideal place for a post-session, there
are mountains, rivers, and lakes
for outdoor recreation; modern
cottages and dormitories for ac
commodations; up-to-date facilities
for class rooms; and dining hall
service on jjic grounds.

tary to the president of C. O. P.
•"Henry IV" that Shakespeare
This year's trip will be headed
wrote, Bob has made them into one
by Dr. Tully C. Knoles, president
complete version, which will center
of the College. He has conducted
around the character of Falstaff.
parties to Europe and Mexico and
He, himself, will play the difficult
traveled extensively at home and
irle of Falstaff.
abroad. Assisting him will be
There will be two other presen
Professor George C. Jensen of
tations during Summer School, one
Sacramento and Miss Grace M.
in the Studio Theater and the other
Carter of Stockton.
upstairs. These plays, however,
TFORTANT COURSE
have not yet been chosen.
TWO COURSES OFFERED
(The Italian Renaissance is not a
SPEECH, DRAMA COURSES
Two courses will be offered on
VARIOUS FIELDS
Lre chronological partition, but
.
•it;
Among the courses offered by
the tour, History of the Pacific IDEAL LOCATION
presents a new attitude of man
Courses will be offered in sev
the Drama and Speech Depart
Northwest and Alaska (2 or 4
Dillon
Beach
is
located
on
the
"Church
Music
Administration,"
DR. FREDERIC A. SIMONI,
ward his world, and it cannot be
ments this summer, all two Units, eral fields. Dr. H.uest E; Stanic.,^,
units) by Dr. Knoles, and Com
•
Jd to be congruous to any given who will present 'The Italian a new course dealing with modern parative Education (2 or 4 units) coast between Bodega Bay and
are Voice and Diction, from Mr an outstanding authority in
Tomales Bay. It is probably un
Renaissance," one of the outstand trends and procedures in the music
[mber of years.
Betz; Applied Drama, from both will conduct studies in the j
by Professor Jensen.
surpassed by any other California
-Ape period of history which will ing courses of the regular Sum of the church, will be one of the
Mr. Brown and Mr. Farey: acting, life of tfte Sierras. His field 1
It is not necessary to register beach in opportunity for study and
- '(studied extends approximately mer Session.
given by Mr. Brown; pueo.tnig, by will bring one in close contact wS
for
courses
in
order
to
join
the
observation of marine life. Within
outstanding courses given this sum
Mr. Brown; Practical Stagecraft, nature.
bm 1300 to 1600, the philosophical
mer by the Conservatory, accord tour. Units desired may be ob- forty miles of Dillon Beach are
J Jvement extending somewhat beby Mr. Farey: Stage Lighting,
Courses in education will be
Drake's Bay, Point Reyes, Abbott
given ' by John Crabbe; Public given by the dean of the School of
ing to Dean J. G. Elliott.
" hid this limit, the efflorescence of
Lagoon, and the Russian River.
! Speaking, by Dr. McCall; Radio Education, Dr. J. W. Harris. His
ie ceasing and deteriorating into
The course, which will emphasize
Students have a choice of hotel,
Drama, by Mr. Crabbe; Corrective Seminar in Education will he con
Lroque a few decades earlier.
choir objectives and co-ordination
cabin, or cottage accomodations.
Speech Techniques, by Mr. McCall; ducted so as to meet the individual
i,frn addition to the varied and
Prices
range
from
$2.00
to
$30.00
with the larger church programs,
The Speech Program, by Mr. Mc needs of teachers in service.
iversal human appeal of this pea week. Board may be had at the
will he taught by Wilhelmina HarCall; and The Forensic Program,
History of California and the
Jd, it is also of interest from a
hotel for $8.00 a week. There is
Pacific Northwest, with special atDewey Anderson, head of the bert. Two units of credit will be
by Mr. Betz.
t •Toadly historical or scientific point
also a grocery store on the prem
Special features the Summer tion to the Mother Lode, will be
* Mul view. The results of such a California Department of Social given for it.
ises, and all cabins and cottages
Speech program has to offer in surveyed by Prof. E. A. McAllister,
dy will be found relevant to the Welfare and State relief administra
are equipped with cooking and
Phillip Hood, outstanding flutist
ISOB ELEY, whose revised clude the radio courses, and the a professor whose training in
•oblems of the present, and it tor, will conduct a two or three- of the class of '39, will be engaged
dining facilities.
version of "Heniv TV" wlU take use of Pacific's Campus Studio in history was obtained at Pacific and
,11 orientate present thought and
Tuition will be as follows: 4 the boards this summer, with Eley
day Institute on Social Problems as an instructor during the sum
connection with station KWG in at Stanford. His "caravans" to
ition.
units, $25.00, 2 units, $15.00, auditor, as Falstaff
mer session.
Stockton; a complete professional historic places will he interesting
on the Pacific campus the last
$5.00,
and
laboratory
fee
(for
those
11LLIANT RECORD
According to Mr. Elliott, the sum
recording equipment, and confer and instructive. These tours will he
enrolled In lab.), $12.50.
pr. Simoni secured his A. B. week in July.
mer session of the Conservatory
ences and demonstrations for the open to anyone who wishes to join.
The institute will be held in serves several purposes. One of
gree from the University of CaliUNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
benefit of the students.
WERNER INSTRUCTS
rnia in 1935.
Undergraduate conjunction and as a follow-up of these is to afford public school mu
Advanced students of zoology,
TEACHING
PHILOSOPHY
,rk was also done at the College the Sociology program of the reg sic supervisors and teachers a
teachers and prospective teachers
Contemporary Europe and Con
As the majority of the students
the Pacific and the University
stimulating faculty whom they can tained at regular summer session of biology will find the summer
taking a summer course are either temporary World Problems will be
Southern California. His M. A. ular Summer session, which in freshen their knowledge and tech
rates. Business management for work professionally profitable and
planning to he teachers or are al presented by Dr. G. A. Werner, the
n«5b is from the University of Cali- cludes a course in Modern Social
nique, and because familiar with the trip is in charge of the Charles recreational. Advantages v ill be
ready teaching, the faculty of the Dean of the Session. Prof. Mc
i mia in 1936, and his Ph. D. from Work by Dr. Charles Norman, and new developments in music.
offered that are usutilly unavail
Drama Department are planning Allister will have charge of the
Travel Service.
c University of Rome one year one on Social Reform Theories by
Other groups which profit by the
to emphasize the methods and phil extra curricular activities such as
Leaving Stockton on the South able in beginning courses
Dr. G. A. Werner.
ter.
The opportunity fo* concentra
tournaments, excursions, and stunt
summer
sessions
are
pianists,
osophy of teaching.
ern
Pacific
Special,
the
party
will
Mr. Anderson, former professor
At Naples he studied under the
The Little Theatre session in nights.
church organists, vocalists and visit Portland, Tacoma, and Seattle. tion on one field of thought under
at
Stanford
University,
will
repeat
lidance of Benedetto Groce in
As far as possible all classes will
other public performers. Freedom Embarking in Seattle on the S. S. conditions both scientifically stimu
San Francisco, originally sched
, 3T and 1938. Special research has the institute at the post-session at from routine makes it possible for
lating and healthfully invigorating
uled July 23 to August 12, has been be held during the forenoons, so
Yukon,
the
tourists
will
continue
Thirty instructors will be en called off, according to Art Farey, as to leave the afternoons free to
- ,vt it- en carried on at U. C. this last Lake Tahoe in August.
more individual practice.
up the Canadian shore to Alaska. is calculated to produce the maxi
ar.
gaged
in the College of the Pacific business manager of the Theatre, study and recreation.
mum
results
in
biological
training.
A
third
class
of
summer
students
Features of the trip will be gla
TOE 8*1J« Dr. Simoni is the holder of two
Between twenty and ' forty stu summer session this year from Lack of response was the reason
Registration will take place in
served by the Conservatory Is made ciers, totem poles, Russian cathe
•OHM PRW llowships under the auspices of
up of those who must earn credits drals and block houses, historic dents are. expected to" sign up for June 19 to July 21. Visiting pro given for the cancellation of the the reception hall of the new
'
e institute of International Edudormitory, Monday morning, Au
for degrees and credentials.
shrines, gold mines, and consis the course, according to Dr. Noble. fessors will include George C. Jen proposed program.
*7 i tion for graduate study in Italy
gust 7, and class work will begin
Anjielie Interested should see Dr.
tently magnificient scenery.
! 36-38.
He traveled in Europe
the same day. Two or four units
Noble in, ffleber Hall as soon as sen, M. S., Erford A. McAllister,
An invitational exhibition of stu
NOMINAL COST
d the Mediterranean basin dur- dent work from the Junior and
A. M., Frederic S. Simoni, Ph. D.,
may be obtained in one or two
P0|SflJ
The
cost
of
the
trip
ranges
fields at the regular summer ses
spare g the summers of 1936, 1937, and Senior College art departments is
Charlotte Spalteholz, B. S., and Ed
from $178.60 to $182.70 per person,
sion rates.
4 (OP 13 1 38.
being shown now in the Haggin
ward S. Betz, A. M.
according to the type of sleeping
He was elected to Phi Beta Memorial Art Galleries and San
Resident
instructors
will
be
Al
accommodations preferred by the
, ,, , '-lappa, national scholarship fra- Joaquin Pioneer Museum.
individual. This includes the cost
lan Bacon, Mus. B., J. Russell BodJM It all rnity, at the University of Cali- The show Includes works by Bob
of sightseeing in modern motorley, M. Mus., Frances E. Bowerirnia.
Bastian,
Charlotte
Meeske,
John
tm thit
coaches, transfers, all meals, rooms
o
man, Mus. B., Robert L. Breeden,
Lucas,
Bob
Davis,
and
Lucille
Shel
dlJpooitrt '
for the party in Portland and
ley. In the featured positions are
A last-minute, addition to the
Five outstanding athletes of A. M., De Marcus Brown, A. B„
• tin* W
Seattle, and round trip tourist
some of their works shown re
curriculum of the regular Summer
n dolfif I
r'ass on the train and pullman ac Stockton ' Jaysee and College of Horace I. Brown, A. B., John C.
cently in the State Building at the
Session is the course entitled "The
Pacific organized a local chapter of C ' he, A. B., Malcolm Rogers
j g MftiOL
commodations.
Golden Gate International Exposi
Role of the Teacher in Personnel
The cruise through "America's the Sig-Tha Delta Psi National Ath Eis..'an. Ph. D., John Gilchrist El
tion.
Work,"
to be given by James H.
letic
Fraternity
last
Wednesday
jrr-ng lei [Associated Women Students apMost Varied Vacationland" is
liott, Mus. B., Arthur Farey, A. B„
Earl Rowland, director of the
Corson, Dean of Men at C. O. P.
and elected Mick Parsons as their
roved their revised constitution
planned
primarily
for
students
and
Fred
L.
Farley,
Ph.
D.,
Robert
B.
Galleries, acted as judge in select
and Stockton J. C.
president. Walt Kelley was elected
„. ait| a recent meeting, and thus
teachers who desire to combine
Gordon, Wilhelmina K. Harbert,
ing the pieces to be shown. The ex
The course will attempt to out
vice-president
and
Frank
McDonstudy with travel. However, it is.
Mus. B., J. Wm. Harris, Ph. D.,
tlX I ave a new constitution today.
hibition will be open for all of
line basic methods of counselling
bel, secretary-treasurer.
The
most
important
feature
to
Chris
Kjeldsen,
A.
B.,
Tully
Cleon
not
limited
to
those
who
register
bsni
the month of June. There is no
Dr, Roy C. McCall, chairman of and guidance for teachers inter
Ovei seventy-five students parti
Knoles, LL. D„ Roy McCall, Ph. D.,
for courses in the post-sessiot^, it
vf)t e put into effect next semester
the speech department of the Col ested in school personnel work. It
admission charge.
cipating in the tryouts passed one
Glenn R. Pease, A. M., Charles
is open to all who desire a pleas
...., i nder the new by-laws is a syso
lege of the Pacirle, will present will be a two-unit course.
or more of the events and five of
i im of honors in each class, and
ant and restful vacation. Lectures, the . entrants gained admission to Norman, Ph. D., O. H. Ritter, A, special coursos In the technique
o
B.,
M.
Ruth
Smith,
M.
A.,
Ernest
discussions, sightseeing, sports, and the organization by passing every
, y y this plan the A.W.S. hopes to
of speech instruction during the
ave more power in directing
recreation are free to all who are event. Those passing all require Elwood Stanford, Ph. D., Allen W.
Summer Session.
members of the party. Credit for ments were: Mick Parsons, Walt Waldo, Ph. D„ and G. A. Werner,
i Fomen student affairs.
Ph.
D.,
dean
of
the
Summer
Ses
courses may be applied toward Kelley, Frank McDonnel, Dan
I
®
~~
According to statistics issued by
sion.
credentials or degrees subject to Looney and Kenny Rogers.
•"*
Robert Morss Lovett, University
Accommodations for the summer
o
the rules of the College.-'
| Bob Coe and Beck Parsons, grad
, f Chicago emeritus professor, has Director John Crabbe, the Campus
session on the College of this Pa
., een appointed government secre- Studio has broadcast 150 shows
uates of Pacific, are members of
THOE SIGNING
cific Campus, June 19 to July 21,
this past year, 18 of which have
Iry for the Virgin Islands.
Those who have already signed the Sigma Delta Psi and bring the
1939, are as follows.
gone over the California Radio
apF*
up for the Alaskan Tour are Mr. 'local chapter's membership to a
Manor Hall (entire session)
A Charlie McCarthy for Presi- System.
and Mr. A. H. Clark an; Mr. and total of seven.
apartment
for one $15.00; apart
Altogether,
a
total
of
52
houis
In
connection
with
the
1940
of t*' lent Club has been organized at
In club competition, the Town
Mrs. Charles Watkins of Los An
Heaviest course to he given at
and 30 minutes has been spent
Dean John Gilchrist Elliot an geles; -Prof, and Mrs. John Arn team won the Sigma Delta Psi the regular Summer Session will he Olympic Games to be held at Hel- ment for two $25.00. At Mu Zeta
iynchburg College.
on the air, with 103 different peo nounces an outstanding list of mu old, Mr. and Mrs. B. C, Wallace, championship with a total of 124 Art of Language, a six-unit course, singfors, Finland, the College of Rho, entire session) room, women,
ple, not Including the band, orches sical offerings for the College of Mr. and Mrs. Loren Lojr, Dr. and points. Rhizomia took second with given by Dr. Fred D. Farley.
Pacific is planning a Grand Tour $15.00; board, men and women,
lit
tra and A Cappella choir, making the Pacific 1939 Summer Session. Mrs. Tully C. Knoles and Miss 105 points. The remaining clubs
The subject will be covered in under the direction of Dean James $35.00.
o
505 appearances before the "mike.
Grace Carter of Stockton; JJj-. and finished with a four-way tie for its entirety by meeting two ninety- H. Corson, and Dr. G. A. Werner.
, t*1
==
THE
BEST
DiaCETO
GO
o
Two
trips
are
being
planned.
third with two points each.
minute periods each day of the fiveMrs. George C. Jensen of
i y
Howard Hansbrow and Dick week session and the amount of Deast expensive is a tour to the
mento; Miss Grace Tolfes attd Mrs.
Iva Mellis of Ukiah; Vr. arid Mrs. Sales have but one remaining work done will equal the ground Olympic Games, and back, with
Continued From Page 1
event to pass before being admitted covered in the average school term. sightseeing in Finland, Sweden,
Richardson of Byron;' Miss Gwe:
to the newly formed chapter and
The course is a study of the and Norway, primarily for stu Editor of the PACIFIC WEEKLY
dolyn Richart of Dos An«gjji£u®l
they should gain admission before framework and the development of dents and athletes. A more ex shall be included in this category,
Hazel
E.
Wooley
and
da
i
of
Miss Ellen L. Deering, assistant
spoken and written language. The tensive tour for teachers and the although only holding a semester
Byron; Mrs. Dorothy BepLTftie-, the semester ends.
registrar of the College of the Pa
Dr. Tully C. Knoles' "World To
o
—
CARY GRANT
instructor will use his own text- general public will include Great position as Editor.
land;
Miss
Harriet
D.
Roth.
Woo
1
cific, announces to the Stockton day" will he heard every Monday
4. The Executive Committee shall
hook, which will be available for Britain, the Scandinavian coun
JEAN ARTHUR
land;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
W.
Arnold,
junior College students that all throughout
the summer until
other colleges this fall.
tries, the Baltic nations, and have the power to set the regular
Prof.
Arnold's
parents,
of
SSlms,;
those who expect to apply for ad July 17 over the California Radio
o
Russia, with a possible visit to dues of the Association before the
Mrs. Lena B. Everett, Sacramento*
mission to the CoUege of the Pa Network.
Dr. Knoles has had
Coming
the
Passion Play in Oberammer- opening of the Fall Semester at
cific for the fall semester 1939-1940 many successful years broadcast and Mrs. Vera Breaden Gregory
a sum between $7.50 and $10.00 a
gau,
Bavaria.
The
Los
Angeles
Alumni
Club
should submit their application to ing from the College of Pacific of Vallejo.
semester.
o
of the College of the Pacific is
the Registrar's office before leav Campus Studio, since the advent
gigiagHaaa®SI3M3JSISI3ISiai3ISfSlBiaJE
A tea In honor of the S. C. A, planning -its annual "Alumni Col
ing the campus
For
of the college in Stockton.
Advisory Board was given by the lege" for Saturday, June 17, at the
Pacific
School
of
Religion
in
Book Parade with Bobbin Gay
1938-9 cabinet last Sunday at 5:00 Hotel Figueroa in Los Angeles.
Berkeley announced this month that
Peck will also he resumed this
Sessions will begin Saturday Bachelor of Divinity degrees would
p. m.
summer after two weeks holiday
About thirty young people, in afternoon and close Saturday eve be awarded to three '36 graduates
and last until July 19. All other cluding the new cabinet for next
ning,'1 and'it is expected that sev of College of Pacific. They are
regular programs will he discon year attended. The year's activi
eral members of the College Staff Bernhard Anderson, Gerald Lowe,
tinued.
ties were discussed.
will, be i.neluded on the program. and Leora Strong.
During the summer session
Rightly Priced
Every year a number of alumni
Eugene Farr, president of the
three half-hour plays will be
club, is In cliarge of arrangements, goes on into the field of religious
•
broadcast by the Radio Drama
education, and enters the ministry,
-i-h
class under the direction of John
A special Cornell University There are more Pacific graduates
Crabbe. Plays being considered
sound truck is touring the country to receive the degree from the
Jewelers Since 1876
for presentation are "The Ancient
326 E. Main Street
e t h e P a c i f i c Weekly for the
making recordings of the "voices" Berkeley school this year than
Mariner," "Doll's House" and "She
la this, the last issue of the Facu
from any other college.
of rare birds.
Stooped to Conquer."

conservatory
To Present
Courses
"Church Music" New
Subject Offered

FALSTAFF

Dewey Anderson
Leads Institute
At S essions

Thirty Profs
Will Teach
In Session

Five Visiting Tutors
Included In List

Students Exhibit
At Haggin Gallery

SPEECH

MUSIC

Sigm^ Delta Psi
Elects Parsons
Head Man

Corson To Present
Guidance Course

W.S. Approves
New Constitution

Campus Studio Has
150 Broadcasts

Art Of Language
In One Lump

Corson, Werner To
_ead Pacific Tour
To Olympics

S I K R R A

"ONLY ANGELS
HAVE WINGS"

C. O. P. Entrants
May Apply Now

Amendments—

Studio Announces
Radio Features
For Summer

Los Angeles Grads
Plan Meeting

"MIKADO"

C. O. P. Graduates
Win Degrees

EXPERT...
Watch & Jewelry
REPAIRING

To the Students of the

College of fhe Pacific and
Stockton Junior College

For Lovely

Term, 1938-'39.

We wish to express our

appreciation

Patronage, you have
serve you this year,
and it ha/s been a pleasu
ti n and reand may you each have ares U J f succeSsful
turn next fall for another yea
school work.

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
W. H. MORRIS, Mgr.

M C6ot COMFORT

fiu

CALIFORNIA
SUNDAY

"JUAREZ"
l'aul ainnl - Bette Davis
John Garfield
WEDNESDAY
"IT'S A WONDERFUL WORLD"
James Stewart
Claudette Colbert
— Also —
"YOU CAN'T GET AWAY WITH
MURDER"

Summer Session
Accomodations

J. GLICK & SON

GRADUATION
GIFTS

- CUB HOUSE

COME TO

Chas- Haas & Sons
JEWELERS

524 E. Main St.

YOUR A. W.
JOMPL &TE

CAKE,
I PASTRY AND
DELICATESSEN
Open Evening
Sunday. Now Al* C
•
•
• II
Desert
Cooler.

S.

TEA ROOM

A GOOD PLACE TO

"EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY"

EL

EC

1B

Don't Miss It!

A

pacif ic little theatre
OUTDOOR PRODUCTION

SATURDAY, JUNE 10
gjaMaiaaiaiaisEiaiaiBEjaiaiaisiSiEisiBi^
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C0LLE61ANA
VIA RAY GROSSE

SOMETHING EITHER VERY
old or very new was tried out
with a lot of success at one of
the rassling matches (dances to
A problem of great concern now
the uninformed) at San Francisco before the Student Affairs Com
State. The Golden Gater said the mittee is that of cheating during
dance was called a suppressed de examinations. To determine Just
sire jig. If you had any secret what should be done, questionaires
ambition, say like being a fan regarding dishonesty were passed
dancer, come as one. It might out Wednesday morning during the
not have gone that far, but that 8:55 classes.
gives you a general idea. The
The purpose was to get the atti
only mishap was that a bunch tudes of the students themselves
of gate crashers made it their towards cheating and just what
they thought should be done in
field day attraction.
regard to the matter.
Students were asked to give sug
THAT "OLD DEBBIL FINALS"
gestions to aid in the elimination
will be rolling up on us soon,
of cheating. Typical suggestions
but the Aggies up at Davis have
offered, were:'"Students who cheat
seemed to solve the problem by
should be expelled;" "an honor
replacing the emphasis on the
system should go Into effect;
work done this semester. The in
"shoot the cheaters;" and "elimi
struction Is carried on during
nate examinations."
EBWIN FARLEY, president of
final week as usual with the ex
Some students stated that as the Pacific Student Association and
aminations given the last two lec
long as there are human beings veteran varsity debater, was "of
BETi'Y RAE STONE, president
ture periods. The plan is already
course"
included
in
the
1939
of
the A.W.S., was one of two
in effect, and we're waiting to see
Pacific women honored.
"Who's Who."
how it succeeds. If there is any
success, the plan might be adop
ted by other schools with a con
sequent reorganization of our fi
nal set-up.
Ij

VOL'.VE OFTEN HEARD THE j
sfat-y of the drunk who had such
U.e v-«vhole I
Hv ..Wiut time
n-the dark. Someone has taken
the trouble to'invent a new sys
tem Tot fhese unfortunates, drunk
'orotherwise. The system consists,
- U ~ Tt-rxto
n r»f
nn filfictric
says 4the
Trojan,
of an
electric '. I3HH&U
lock operated by smartly rapping
the handle. Personally, I don't
think the lock has a chance.
Some smart wolf is going to
catch on and there's going to be
a lot of people on the outside
looking in at the wolf toasting
his tootsies.
PEOPLE

' AVE

WONDERED

for a long time where the Eski
mo originated. Father Hubbard,
Tcsuit missionary and professor at
Santa Clara, is convinced the Eski
mo came from Tartar Mongol
lock in the tenth century from
Siberia The forty miles of open
•vater were crossed in walrus hide
brats in the flight from Genghis
Ilhan.
Just another interesting
matter from the Loyolan.
SOMEONE IN THE TROJAN
said that simple arithmetic mis
takes made by average adults are
the result of faulty teaching. This
person says the useless phases of
arithmetic ought to be eliminated.
The teachers are to blame be
cause they are satisfied with 75
per cent averages in arithmetic.
They ought to be put up to 100.
We can't agree with him. Many
of us would have had a bad time
getting out of grade school if we
had to get perfect grades in
arithmetic.
EVERYBODY ELSE IS PIRATing everyone else's stuff, so I hope
it's all right to steal a little of
the Rug Cutter's territory. Carne
gie Tech. has seemed to set a
fashion by having two bands play
for an event instead of one.
The Carnegie Spring Carnival had
the old "Dipsy-Doodler" Larry
Clinton play one night.
Two

there will be cheating while many
were of the opinion that "cheaters
never prosper."
The survey will be tallied within
a few days and the results are to
be a guide in future action. The
survey was conducted under the
direction of Bill Biddick, chairmen
of the Student Affairs Committee.
o
The American Legion's national
executive committee recently
passed resolutions favoring com
pulsory military training in all
land grant colleges.
nights later the orchestra of Dick
Stabile comes by with sweet mu
sic.
AT SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY,
we find the president of the New
York Press Association speaking
to a college gathering. He pre
dicted censorship would come to
America only when the public be
gins to resent the misrepresenta
tion that occurs when certain pub
lications engage in license under
the name of liberty. He concluded
in a reassuring tone that the
American press is not in danger of
losing its liberties, but it may suf
fer in the future because of abuse
of their rights by a few misrepresentative publications.

Fall Events
Calendar Is
Released

PACIFICITES HONORED

Committee
Seeks Views
On Cheating

Concert Is
Acclaimed
Critics
Scholarship Fund
Performance Success;
Villaruz Thanks

DEFEAT
By BONNIE SMITH
He sits, a man weighed down with
woe,
His head bowed to his knees.
Heavy hangs his sordid grief,
The good Lord shuns his pleas.
Pale hands are wrung in anguish,
Poor heart nigh ceasing to beat.
Dark eyes are red and weary,
And glow with dull defeat.

Thin shoulders droop dejectedly
All life has fled it seems.
"Thn Benefit Scholarship concert The world has turned to chaos
by the Philippine Constabulary
And destroyed all hopes and
he Stockton High Audi
dreams.
torium last Friday night proved
to ho a tremendous success. The We stoop in abject pity
splendid renponse shown by the
To dry his tired eyes.
Filipinos and Americans alike was We beg of him to trust us,
indeed wonderful and gratifying."
To tell us why he cries.
Thus did William "Villaruz, presi
dent of the Pacific Filipino Stu "Oh, those finals were such bawly
dents Club, state his pleasure at
things,"
the way the concert was received.
The brain storm sighs to us,
Many prominent Pacifites as- "I did so try to get an A,
claimed the band's performance as
And only got B plus."
a musical highlight. Typical was SRattl
o—
this statement by President Knoles.
"I was very much pleased with the
artistic performance, particularly
with the precision and shading of
the band. I want to compliment the
Ripon High School won first
Filipino Community members on place in the recent National Foren
their attendance and interest in sic League Tournament on the Pa
the concert and their generosity to cific campus under the direction
the scholarship fund."
of Professors Edward S. Betz and
OTHER STATEMENTS
E. R. Nichols.
Dean Elliott: "The concert given
Ripon High is coached by Ernie
by the Philippine Constabulary Poletti, a former varsity debater
Band was an auspicious occasion, for the College of the Pacific.
for it brought to the attention of the Runner-up was Roosevelt High of
local public the musicianiy qualities Fresno.
of the Filipino race. The large
audience was well repaid for its band here, and President Tully C.
support of the College of Pacific Knoles who personally indorsed the
scholarship idea as well as lend
Scholarship Fund."
Prof. Corbin: "I enjoyed the ing the prestige of his office in
band concert very much. I believe support of the cincert.
"Special mention and thanks is
the standard of music as played
can be compared favorably with due to Dean Elliott of the Conser
the leading bands of any nation." vatory of Music for the technical
Mrs. Joyce Jacoby: "The Phili- advice he has given which resulted
pine Constabulary Band concert in the successful conduct of the
was magnificent. The committee concert.
which brought this performance to GENEROUS PURCHASERS
"I also want to thank our patrons
Stockton is to be congratulated and
thanked."
and patronesses for their generosity
Prof. Fast: "I was thrilled by the in buying blocks of tickets, Mr.
magnificence of the band and even S. Inosanto, secretary of the Fili
more thrilled by seeing so many pino Association, who unselfishly
gave all his time and energy in
of the Filipino people there.
Stub Harvey: "I enjoyed working distributing and selling the ma
on the concert very much. It was jority of the tickets, the members
a great privilege and break for me." of the faculty and the students of
this campus, and all our friends
FUND TO BE SET UP
Although a complete account of who sympathetically turned out to
the tickets distributed and sold is hear the band and who contributed
not available at this writing, the the most in making the concert a
committee estimates net proceeds success.
"Lastly, I want to give my big
of approximately four hundred
dollars. This amount will be divided gest thanks to Mr. Galen Harvey
evenly between the band and the who was responsible of the scholar
scholarship fund which the Filipino ship idea through his suggestion.
Students' Club hopes will be super He has proved his sympathy and
vised by the College of the Pacific. interest in the Filipino student,
Tentative plan is that it will be for which we are appreciative.
"I hope that the fund will prove
converted to a revolving loan fund
for the use of Filipino students in to be an aid to the Filipino stu
dents in the College of the Pacific
this campus.
In a statement released to the and the Stockton Junior College."

Ripon Wins Prep
Forensic Tourney

WEEKLY:
"In the name of the Filipino
students on this campus I sin
cerely want to thank the Filipino
Community, especially Dr. M. D.
Bautista, its president, who was
very instrumental in bringing the

Corson Releases
Opening Program
For C. 0. P., J. C.

TWICE A YEAR
By HARRIET KIENTZ
A college oft has been defined
Not as a place to fill the mind
With useful facts that one should
know
But rather as a place to go
To rest, relax and have some fun
For four grand years when high
school's done.
A sort of country club de luxe
For those whose dads shell out
the bucks.

The most extensive opening cal This may be so but never fear
endar in the history of the PSA There comes a time twice every
year
is promised for next fall by the
schedule of events released by Dean When college students have to pay
of Men James H. Corson this week. For all their fun, their months of
play.
From Tuesday, September 5, to
Thursday, September 14, a crowded, The midnight oil begins to burn
varied program will be on the As leaves of text books swiftly
docket for both Stockton J. C. and
turn.
College of Pacific students.
We students pale grow thin and
weak
EARLY REGISTRATION
Beginning Tuesday, September 5, While blue book sales attain new
peak.
with a general assembly for all
new
Jaysee
students,
followed
by
FRANCIS FINNEY, editor of
the 1938 and 1939 Naranjados, was English A and College Aptitude That time has rolled around again,
included in the 1939 edition of tests and climaxed by an A. W. S. So grab your notes and fill your
pen.
Who's Who In American Colleges picnic the same day, the program
will find Junior College students We'll show those profs a thing
and Universities.
registering earlier than Seeyopees.
or three
J. C. registration starts on Sep It's cramming time at C. O. P.
tember 5, Senior College on Friday,
September 8.
On Wednesday, September 6, a
faculty reception for all new J. C.
students will be held in the Gym
nasium.
The same afternoon, Amos Alonzo
Stagg and his Pacific Varsity gridFirst year activities of the ders will open football practice for
a twelve-game season.
Thursday evening, June 1st, was
Joaquin County Branch of the
S. C. A. MIXER
a big night for the members of
California Composers' and Writers'
Thursday, the seventh, will find Tau Kappa Kappa sorority. At the
Society came to an end last month the Senior College round of activi regular candle-lit ceremony six
with a meeting at the Pacific Con ties getting under way with 8 pledges became full members of the
servatory. Although a new roster special meeting of C. O. P. depart sorority. Sergeant-at-arms, Alice
ment heads at a tea at President Durst, presented Gloria Hopps, of
of officers has not been selected
Knoles' home.
Stockton; Rosemary Strader, of
as yet by the membership the
The same night the Student Sacramento; Margot Mclntyre, of
present board will probably be Christian Association will stage its San Mateo; Barbara Lennox, of
voted in again, since the first annual big "mixer" and dance in Corning; Marnie Nile, of Grass
the Gym.
Valley and Mildred Field, of Lodi,
term of office was comparatively
A student body rally in the Out to President Barbara Gammons for
short.
door Theatre, followed by open formal initiation. Each new mem
The highlight of the past term house at all campus living centers
ber was presented with a corsage
was the joint meeting with the will be the main event on Friday,
of house colors, orchid, yellow and
Stockton Poetry Club at the home September 8.
white.
of Col. and Mrs. B. C. Allin. Over SEPT. 9, BIG DAY
Immediately following the initia
thirty friends and members of
By Saturday noon, September 9 tion services the new officers for
both groups attended.
all registration must be finished next fall were installed by out
Officers for the past term have or the late fee will be applied.
going president Barbara Gammons.
been Col. B. C. Allin, president;
Saturday's schedule includes the Those taking office are President
Professor Allan Bacon, vice-presi traditional Soph-Frosh tie-up and Lois Mae Ventre; vice-president,
dent; treasurer and secretary, Will Tug O' War in the afternoon and Lucille Wilson; recording secretary,
iam H. Ramsey and program chair a reception-dance in the Gym in the Alice Keehner; corresponding secre
man, Zell Favel Clark.
evening, open to all students.
tary, Melba Jean Lloyd; treasure,
At the last annual meeting in
On Monday, classes in both Junior Dorothy Dinubilo; house manager,
Oakland of the state board of di and Senior College begin.
Rae Hunerford; chaplain, Marnie
Tuesday, September 12, will see Nile; historian, Lois Lasalle; re
rectors and the state member
ship, Col. B. C. Allin and Galen Dr. Tully C. Knoles, president of porter, Margo Mclntyre; pianist,
M. Harvey were elected to places C. O. P., making the address to the Barbara Lennox.
on the board of directors of the opening assembly of the Senior
The closing event of the evening
College.
year 1939-'40.
was a surprise shower for Alice
At the same time, a meeting of Ladd, who has recently announced
Looking forward to the summer
vacation period, the Society is go all new J. C. students with Dean that she will become the bride of
ing to have an active part at the Corson will be held in Room 210 Clarence Bancroft this June. All
Golden Gate International Exposi of the Ad. Building.
the girls adjourned to the garden,
The first Junior College assembly where a clothes basket full of gifts
tion the week of August 21, at
which time it plans to present sev will be held on Thursday with were presented to the surprised
eral musical programs on Treasure Principal Dwayne Orton in charge guest of honor. Miss Ellen Deering,
Island. The week has been offi New Senior College students will housemother, was hostess of the
cially designated by Fair officials meet with Corson during this evening, when refreshments were
served in the garden. Japanese
as California Composers' and Writ period.
KNOLES RECEPTION
lanterns and flowers were used in
ers' Society Week.
The President's reception for all decorations.
Pi Beta Mu, National Music
Honor Society, has invited Galen Senior College faculty and students,
Pacific Tigers will open the 1939
Harvey and Harmon Ginn to per honoring the new C. O. P. students
will be held in Anderson Hall, grid year in Sacramento against
form on its programs at the Fair
the University of South Dakita.
Thursday evening, September 14.
on June 21 in the Western States
Thursday, September 21, the first
Junior College football practice
Building.
combined PSA assembly will be
will begin on this day.
On Saturday, September 16, the held.

Composers'
Club Plans
Day At Fair

Lo is M. Ventre
Is Tau Kappa
President

MSS Is Hailed
Success By
Student Body
New Publication Is
First-Day Sell Out
As PSA Responds
Publication last week of Msi
Pacific's newest venture in th
publication field, gave the men
bers of the PSA their first tast
of a student literary magazine
Only 150 copies were printed <j
the first edition, and these wen
jiOR
,iking
almost completely disposed of 1
A
noon Wednesday, the day theflia and P^Ynd
came out. Linotype for the public}! t evening.
tion was set by Mr. Comer at/ n g a
roonte
new
it was printed on David Farley'^ee *sty^ "
for a
j^rs. Bre
Goliath press.
Vi«
hi#
SEMI-ANNUAL PLANNED
Bunga^Yc lef to
'
»,
Since student reaction to tlf me, a«d
se heing
initial effort was so favorable thY • • UTS'Lr bewilder*
\Vindr
member* of
nf Scroll and StyluCdaY
. iiceS ... to
to * Mr#_ Wind
members
local creative writing organizationmacher# • ' '
founding
are laying plans for a semi-annul Mrs£ b . . .
publication in 1939-'40. If enough! Cut-"PS
Berg 1°'
backing can be secured, the puf
and > than chaPe
lication may be expanded somf"me c0'ed®
like some
what. At least 250 copies of MsfVlsS Brenim^r fuschia
uc in
will be necessary to
studen' Vo&
ogue
„nd Jyir* F
V
w fill
j.m suiaen
«nd
V°&
Hpmanrl
. \iA Mr.
..
demand, fV,*
the sponsoring organiz/
Feni*
there
tion believes.
if Perha,^en you
Backing from the student bo<
/4-nr all
all • • ' Pr.m«
in the form of a $20 allocatlof !'ads after
plus receipts from the sale of MSf"1 „ „p the Pacit
for fifteen cents apiece balance thP
. Mr. Corson
books on this year's "trial balloon.1" " ' t of his dooi
wee
"I think it was pretty good foment of Pre'f ,ntr
dli
a first attempt," stated Jeannl£lt Steinbeck heing
Woodruff, chairman of the pub Ifand
thoroUghly
cation cimmittee. "Next year w'ite faculty wives • • •
look forward to improving it (,tb® „nbv darting here a
lot, of course."
its- Ja
on ber face .
ith a f' king very disttn
WOODRUFF NEW HEAD
0
Serving with Miss Woodruff oi,rley. iue and white out
the publication committee w^V'der. the center of U
Gladys Hughes and Aileen Buoji'5, . „in(r feted in the
Ingeborg van Loben Sels is thif°up' ,.f ° Several other
~iU°r
c
u,v*
year's
president ut
of ocrou
Scroll anr
an(s m°J.
' looking
poking over
jgai »
i/tcoiuciii
,
Stylus. Miss Eleanor McCann lie®be'f in the Westmoor
faculty adviser.
!»ie s ®S f tbe faculty
Most or
-and th
At the election of officers hel " the Manor-^^
n
in, .
last Wednesday Jeanne Woodrui> =*xric;Viing
that
they
did
1
n tno-L
WnG elected
<vl
TirooiH
on f Sylvia
Ctrlirln "Dp.
119 v i-'
was
president,
Paty!)S
" " nTTR.SE:
tison, secretary. Plans for a largelSD
membership were discussed at 1
meeting, and it was decided tW circie w —
hold a reception during the firs it night, It sounded S»
few weeks of the fall semester t ere'N THERE:
attract all those interested in join
QU met Virginia
ingthe club.
E'joe? . . . Roger Cr
~
;>de the startling discov
round-robin is not a f
ird . . • Bob Jeffries H
S1K1r a
<X certain
nrn ponvertiblc • • • Bfiriilc
The Zetagathean Society enjoyef
Roundtree still a
a picnic supper in the StudenT
Christian Association rooms las'lieI camp s
^ finajs
Thursday, May 18. The roon/ong' m ^orm^avis si
were beautifully decorated wit
' ^
Annie
Ton,gh
spring flowers.
>t certain Mlss Schneid,
The members of the Socletj eif
tertained their mothers for thfp™^ing a" ie"ce * *
evening. Guests included Mi>th just too, too exclt
Opal Berg, Mrs Ralph Bradjl
Miss Lorraine Knoles, and Mrs
Charles Gulick.
After the supper Beth Dodda
past president of the Zetagatheal
Society, and now a student at th
University of California, lead th
singing which was enjoyed bj
everyone.
340 £!. Main
At the conclusion of the picni
the mothers adjourned to th
home of Mrs. Houser for a genera]
TUNE IN
meeting.

Mothers Are
Picnic Guests

Special Service

K«

rai

WONDEE

A Communion Service will be
held Sunday morning, June 4, in
the Tau Kappa Kappa gardens.
The service is under the auspices
of the S. C. A. and the Y. W. C. A.,
with Helen Hall in charge of the
arrangements. Dr. Knoles will of
ficiate.

S. C. A. Holds Tea
Bringing the work of the year
to a close, the Co-operative Activi
ties Study Group of the S. C. A.
met lit the China Cafe for a din
ner Monday evening at 6:30. A
business meeting followed.
A1 Lynch, chairman of the group,
was in charge of the dinner and
meeting.

Yes, you can buy $20
suits, but there is only one

Leave A Favorable Impression
with your classmates ...

Townclad. Its hand de
tailed workmanship and
fine fitting qualities give
you the greatest dollar for

T'vess up in a new cotton of alluring
•design these last days and your cam
pus cronies will remember you as one
"who knew her stuff" when it came
to style.

FLOWERS

Cottons

TO THE

GRADUATE
Have us send our special Grad
uation Box of assorted flowers
—to the graduates you know.
It's an impressive gift — a
worthwhile value1

Kafteij

i Marengo Inc

College
Flower Shop

II

dollar economy in Amer
ica. All wool

' u ni m e r f
^Yebsh

$1975

95

795

On Pacific Ave.
Phone 2-6550

PENNEY'S
-

Ucc "

H

sS»'
D

\
StS
$A R S«U
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JBE MANOR
Leila AND Double A walking the

Alpha Kappa Phi
Ends Season With
Radio Dance

Miss
IsW
Bergu Zeta
Honor Guestr"s!^s ^ew

At Tea

m,cen

Miss Opal Berg was the guest

Following a formal dinner at the
I sorority house last alSht- new °f"

Alpha Theta Soph Notes"Strike
To Honor
Note For Annual
Seniors -

Sophomore Dance

Five graduating seniors will be
at evening, and Mrs. Stagg
the guests of honor at a traditionnS
:
Ali
MarUn
0
raI
d
d
mally
a Roosters cap in true
|f ™ ^ -h - members"of^Mu
^stalled at a candlelight founded breakfast at the Alpha
In the spacious rooms of the Irving Fritz, and Lois Klaas on the
radio dance held at Archania this fhL^r Ru th r TT
<=«emony,
% eyopee style . . • The Gardeners semester, completed their social Shearer, Ruth Lombardi, Duane Zeta Rho presided in her honor.
Stockton Golf and Country Club, orchestra committee, Bill Biddlck
Theta Tau house on June 11.
From two until four o'clock, apBefore a table centered with pink
.paring for a
a 1new roomer in schedule for this spring. The music he well, Betty Wood, Roy Haney;
Guests of honor will be Virginia members of the Sophomore class and Beverly Miller arranging for
Lucille Robertson, Ed Fay; Jeanne proximately one hundred and fifty roses, the house flower, Junan
he Bungalow" . . . Mrs. Breeden
was supplied by records and radio.
Weston, Muriel Logerwdl, June and their guests will enjoy their the place, Roger Cross on the en
Smith, A1 Hedges; June Davis, friends of the bride-elect called. I Bronzich presided over the im>4- eaing, and Doc left to his own
Lane, Verna Dunstan, and Artelle annual semi-formal dance this eve
The theme was two-fold; partly
tertainment committee, and Dor
Girard, During the course of the afternoon pressive ceremony that inducted
•Oyices . . • Mrs. Pease being hostess Venetian garden and partly mural Ralph Gardner, Anne
ning.
Baxter.
Grant Colliver; Ruth Seward, John Miss Berg was the recipient of a the new officers into service.
• Wednesday to her bewildered stu
othy Bartholomew, Bob Bauppe,
"Soph
Notes"
will
be
the
theme
of
paintings, which were done by
Miss Lorraine Knoles, an alumna
Travaille; Shirley Swendsen, Fran- piece of silver for her set.
Retiring officers include Miss
nt teachers . . . Mrs. Windmiller Jerry Bentley.
the evening, and dancing will con Bea McCarl, and Glen Harder in
of
Alpha
Theta
Tau,
will
be
an
onn'e Smith, and
Qonnolly founding the
d Mrs.
tinue between the hours of nine charge of the decorations.
Guests were greeted at the door Bronzich, president; Betty Dixon, honored guest.
The members and guests were: Dick BenthT'
. "U-Lpus Cut-ups Club . . , Miss Betty Dahlgren, Stanley Vaughn; n„t
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Windmiller*
and one o'clock to the music of
P'
i
—
by Hertha Rausch, and Junan vice-president; Hertha Rausch, re
Bea
McCarl,
First
Directress
of
jrnogg and Miss Berg looking
°T ,°W" ,^UeS 3 y*ere' .
I Bronzih, Betty Dixon, the guest of cording secretary; Barbara Cas- the sorority, will be general chair Bqb McCormick and his orchestra. Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Spaulding,
Jean Strong, Bill Scantlebury; Lil aC
a y
Dre like co-eds than chaperones
,°
idell, I honor, Mrs. Lucy Forkner, Mrs. well, corresponding secretary; Dor- man for the affair.
Bids, designed under the direc and Dr. and Mrs. Irving Goleman
lian Kowatch, David Smith; Lucille , , .' ,
and MrS" Carl Rausch- Mrs- Emmett
Miss Brenlman like something Kowatch, George Braire Pat Jen Walter1 B'n*511'
tion
of Adrian Squires and Mary will be patrons and patronesses for
Mc-lis
Marsh,
housemanager;
Beverly
Pink will strike the decorative
;
ain Vogue in her fuschia outfit sen, George Tomasini; Marian Peel,
Combs, formed the receiving line. Miller, Chorister; Phyllis Grim- note throughout the affair, and Barbara Baer, will repeat the the evening.
Patrons and Patronesses were
One member of each couple must
Mr. Fenix and Mr. Francis Roy Cooper; Helen Cortelyou, Fred
r-attv i Members of the sorority were as- sbaw' f'rst directress, and Ruth guests will be presented with cor "Soph Notes" theme, and will be
be a member of the Pacific Student
carried
out
in
blue
and
gold.
* ij^L'dering if perhaps there isn't Cox; Mr. and Mrs. Roger Baer; Dr. and Mrs. Arnold; Miss Patty
sages of pink roses.
Pierce, Mr.,Alden Smith; Mr. and sisted in serving by members of ^Hn" renorter"^'
Kenny Klaas, president of the Association and at least one mem
mething in those "even your best Dot Seares, A1 Woodrum; Wanda Mrs. Betts.
the mothers and patronesses club. Morrill, repo
•
Those attending in addition to
class, assisted by Adrian Squires, ber of each couple must be a mem
iend" ads after all . . . Dr. Werner Woods,
the
honor
guests
will
be
Bea
Mc
Ralph Trembley; Jean
Alto th. dance A] Hedge, pre-1 ™". t'?"" I"1."!:? f™. "tHSI ,„cted".' BeUv' Diroe"'p"id.™
ber of the Sophomore Class. No
Iking up the Pacific Summer Ses- Miller, Bob Wilkinson; Elwood
Carl, Bette Flickinger, Fran Bran- vice-president, heads all commit
others will be admitted, the com
tees
for
the
affair.
Dn . . . Mr. Corson banging the
Moffltt, Barbara Dodges; Inez Tos- cup te Harold Dleetoann ,or win-1
15ZS. stad, May Lou Whitmore, Ann
Assisting him are Norm Davis, mittee in charge announces.
a3S out of his door in the general cona,
Harold Dieckmann; Edith ning the pool championship of the I Presiding at the tea table, which |
>
ftnvle Hodgkins, Sarah Camero, Shay
citement of pre-final week
was
centered
by
an
attractive
r-1
corresponding
secretary,
Barnett,
Bobbin
Gay
Peck,
Roberta
a
Kidder; Dick Eaton; Milt Green- house. The cup was donated by
. Steinbeck being discussed blatt, Frances Kuel; Lois Lyons,
rangement of pink roses and fern, Rawles, chaplam; Anne Schneider, Ball, Jackie Parker, Maxine Oliver,
A1 Hedges.
"W r
Mere Mrs. Tully Cleon Knoles and reporter; and Doris Marsh, house Nickie Ficovich, Jean Strong, Bes
tn,D. ,ite thoroughly and informally
manager.
the faculty wives . . . Energetic
sie Fraser, Bev Starr, Dot Steiny,
|Miss Nella Rogers.
'Hl-w
Mrs. Lucy Forkner, housemoth- Anne Blundell, Betty Moore, Caro
'rs. Jacoby darting here and there
*K*
Beverly Miller played incidental
j er, was present at the ceremony.
•> Ml..
lyn Malone, Virginia Wirth, and
ith a grin on her face . . . Mrs.
I music throughout the afternoon.
Mrs. Emmett McCombs of the Minnie Sawyer.
Tom Rippey, last year's editor of
arley looking very distinguished
| Alumnae and Mrs. Carl Rausch of
•
•
•
the WEEKLY, was a visitor to the
a blue and white outfit
the Mothers' Club were also pres
- .' rs. Coder, the center of the usual Pacific campus early this week.
ent.
roup, being feted in the bon voy- Rippey spent three days in Stock
Miss Onal Berg was the guest
«
•
•
Mrs. James Corson and Mrs.
^ re motif . . . Several other faculty ton, leaving Tuesday for the San
of
honor at the annual formal din
Dwayne
Orton
will
be
hostesses
to
lembers looking over possibly Francisco Fair.
Miss Opal Berg at an informal ner honoring the senior members
At present police reporter for the
ome sites in the Westmoor district
party and linen shower this after at Epsilon Lambda Sigma last eve
Most of the faculty members Arizona Republic in Phoenix, Tom
Lokoya Lodge was the setting for
ving in the Manor—and the Jack was enjoying a week vacation.
the Epsilon Formal week-end last
noon from 2:30 to 5 o'clock at the ning.
t n jns wishing that they did, too ..
Saturday and Sunday. Sorority
Mrs. Barnes, president of the
home of Mrs. Corson.
PllH to
taking over Twinchell's column for members and their guests, twenty-. Last Frid
members,
night
1 dbeg jiD OF COURSE:
White and silver will be carried Mothers and Patronesses Club, and
next year . . . Kenny Klaas boom eight couples in all, enjoyed hiking,
and
tg of
Mu Zeta
At the special meeting last Thurs
Mrs. Dow and Mrs. Bramwell,
«H Our thanks to the boys from the ing, pardon, we meant zooming, the swimming, riding, dancing, and * ^
Mu Phi Epsilon, honorary music day night, Bob Wentz was selected out to harmonize with the theme newly-elected patronesses, were also
sororlt
enj
d
a
formal
ther circle for the entertainment Sophomore dance tonight at the
dance at their house on the campUs. sorority will hold its annual break- by Rhizimia on a white ballot to of the linen shower. Refreshments guests of the sorority.
ist night. It sounded SWELL!! Country Club . . . Martin Shearer other sports.
Those
motoring
to
Napa
Valley
From nine until one o'clock, fast honoring the senior mem ers lead the fraternity during the com will also be carried out in the
The seniors presented an informal
[ERE'N THERE:
trying to drum up some new mem for the week-end were: Madge Hepdancing was enjoyed to the music at the Dr. S. H. Hall home, on ing fall semester.
same theme and will be served on program later in the evening, and
Have you met Virginia Nelson'; bers for his club . . . Bill Ramsey burn, Ed Simonsen; Virginia Chap- L ji
Wentz, a Stockton boy, plans to individual party trays.
f
mmy Ross and his orchestra. Hildreth Lane, on June 11.
the senior will was read.
Incle Joe? . . . Roger Cross just being paged all over the Women's man, Les Dow; Pat Sea vers, Jerry
Girls to be bon°red are A
live on the campus next fall and has
A flower theme was chosen for
New officers were announced for
The
guests
are
Mmes.
Tully
C.
lade the startling discovery that Dorm . . . Mary Ranney and Janice Cicinato; Margaret Trabert, Bill the occasion, with bids and deco- Tilton, Margaret George,
orma an able staff that includes Charles
round-robin is not a fat little Morrill treating the campus to Avery; Lois Bugbee, Ben Hamm; rations in keeping with that theme. Bentley, and Virginia Sack Mis Durham, Licking, Mo., vice-presi Knoles, O. H. Ritter, Fred L. Far the coming year: Marguerite Etzel,
president; Pat Seavers, vice-presi
ird . . . Bob Jeffries seems to some exhibition swimming in the Barbara Ann Reinle, Clem Swagdent; Norman Lamb, San Jose, re ley, C. E. Corbln, Henry Welton,
At midnight, a supper was served | Virginia Brown will pres e
S refer a certain Oldsmobile to his pool Wednesday night. Style note: erty; Adrian Squires, Art Irish; from a buffet table centered with hast meeting, and the- newly elec e cording secretary; Howard Hans- Louis Windmiller, William Coder, dent; Jean Morgan, corresponding
secretary- Jeanne Honsberger, re
wn convertible . . . Bernice Brown Miss Ranney looked delicious in a Barbara Nauman, Bob Kientz; a bouquet of pink roses.
brow, Oakland, corresponding sec Clarence Larson, Roy McCall, Allen cording secretary; Jean Arnot,
officers will be installed
new
Chartreuse
suit
.
.
.
Dick
Mor
nd Les Roundtree still at it . . .
retary; Doug Vieira, Pittsburg,
Mary Barbara Baer, Bob Cook;
Pauline C_™wfard
Those enjoying the affair were]
treasurer; Reba Sinclair, chaplain;
n • Ither
campus romances going rall moaning "Make your reserva Barbara Laddon, Dick Morrall; Frances Richardson, Albert Lyndc, i president, Miriam
sergeant-at-arms; Pat D u n 1 a p, Waldo, Charles Gulick, Robert Betty Fink, librarian-historian;
,
trong, in spite of finals and the tions for the Prom EARLY" to no Rosalie Trevarrow, Del Wescott; Barbara Caswell, Jewell Truex, President; Margaret Georg ,
Burns,
Harold
Jacoby,
Irving
Gole
Licking, Mo., house manager; at
Jean Morrall, house manager; and
Jeat . . . Norm Davis singing "I avail . . .. The Senior Ball under Ruth Udden, Dan Looney; Jackie Anne Schneider, Norm Davis, Betty "™: Frances Bowerman recor ng torney, Bob Kientz, Stickton; Bill man, Thomas Connolly, Arthur
Jean Ferguson, gergeant-at-arms.
Downs?
tlust See Annie Tonight," with the direction of the lovely Queen I ^~^
0~ Bob Downs.
urton,
Coe, Gayle Rawles. secretary; Charlotte Smi h, corres- and Dave Livie, joint custodians of Bawden, Edward Betz, Malcolm
Dixon
Bob
The pledges of the house pre
,
<
^ hat certain Miss Schneider as his Verna sailing forward despite the
Eiselen,
H.
E.
Werner,
Robert
Gorthe
Numeral
"28."
Marguerite
Etzel,
Irving
Fritz;
Stanford
Hill, Harriet Budin, Dick |I "cella Thorpe, warden; and Nella
sented their gift, and the program
fact
that
Prexy
Koehler's
mind
Marguerite
Etzel,
rrvmg
r
rnz;
,
stanrora
is
nnrnvine- audience . . . Bonnie
Out-going President Bob Kientz den, Robert Breeden, Ernest Stan
concluded with the singing of the
dpfinitAlv elsewhere.
| Claribel Coffman, Bud Meyers; Humphreys, Dotty Guerm, Herman
turned over the gavel to Bob ford, George Warren White, and
Camille Goff, Jay McHugh; Bette Gaumnitz, Pat Carson
Lauren
have been sent
house songs.
Wentz
at
the
house
during
impres
Mts. Orton, Mrs. Corson, and the
Kirkpatrick, Jerry Bentley; Lora Handly, Elolse Lambert Bob Cook, I
^ alumnij and approximately
sive ceremonies that ended terms honored guest Miss Opal Berg.
Childs, Jack Rayne; Jean |, Norma Marcellin,
jaarcemu, Bob Downs,'| thirty-five
members and past mem- of office for Vice-President George
Another large tea will be held
y
Caubu, Glenn Tanner; Jean Mor-1 Nancy Greaves, David Rea, Faye
ected
B l a u f u s s , R e c o r d i n g S e c r e t a r y next Tuesday honoring Miss Opal
rail, Loren Wann; Jeanne Marble-1 Lovegrin, Howard Thurston, Vivi-l ers ar
Charles Durham, Corresponding Berg who is to be married to Rob
stone, Roger Cross; Beth Shauer, I enne Manary, Bill Dozier, Beverly i
.
•
II
#
Secretary Wayne Bird, Chaplain ert Fenix on June 13.
Elton Martin; Ruth Stewart, A1 Miller, Glenn Tanner, Bernl Badg I OrCHGSIS InSTSllS
Norman Lamb, Sergeant-at-Arms
Hostesses next Tuesday will be
Geiger;
Martha Gifford, Bill r, Latta Ross, Dotte Bartholomew,
Harris Fine, Attorney Howard Mrs. Tully C. Knoles, Mrs. Fred L.
Hussey; Jane Jordan, Bob Miller; Ted Norton, Phyllis Grlmshaw,I pvjgy^ UlTIC6TS
Last Sunday afternoon the beau
Hansbrow, and Custodian of the Farley, Miss Grace Carter, and
Doris Rankin, Bob Dewey; La- Barre Stevens, Marry Ranney, Dick
\A/
I
Numeral "28" Clarence "Doc1 Miss Lorraine Knoles. The tea will tiful garden of Mrs. Charles Gulick
verne Lagorio, Wes Huddleson; Ohm, Meri Wolf, Jeri Keithley, j f\j0XT Vr G 6 K
DePuy.
be held at the Knoles home with was the setting for the installation
Dorothy Sack, Hugh Hutchins; and Ruth Lombardi, Duane Sewell,
the setting in lovely spring flow tea of the Zetagathean Society.
Virginia Sack and Forrest Honnold. Charlotte Kerr, Hank Smith, Betty I The new officers of Orchesis for
Miss Harriet Kientz was re
ers. More than 130 invitations have
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Windmiller, Lee Matthews, Wayne Bunday, 1939_'40 will be installed at a special Mablestone; choreographer, Bar
been sent to Miss Berg's friends installed as President of the So
Dr and Mrs. Allen Waldo, and Bernice Markowitz, Ross Snyder, meeting, Wednesday, June 7, at the bara Albertson.
Mmes. O. H. Ritter, James Cor ciety. The remaining officers are
New pledges will also be initiated
Mrs. Ethel Flack, housemother,|Janice Morrill, Howard Lewis, home of retiring President Verna
son, Dwayne Orton, Gardener will as follows: Claudlna Houser, viceinto
membership
at
this
meeting,
Helen Cortelyou, Fred Cox.
Dunstan.
were patrons and patronesses.
president; Peggy Bigham, secre
Patrons and patronesses for the
Those who will be inaugurated Those becoming members of the pour while Misses J. Smith, M.
• * *
tary-treasurer; Janet Lehmam, cor
evening were Mrs. Lucy Forkner, jnt0 office are: President, Laverne honorary dance sorority are Jean Allen, M. Brenlman, E. McCann responding secretary; Catherine
and
M.
Shaw
will
serve.
Arnot,
Florence
Boyes,
Bette
Barth,
Mrs. Cora Lynch, Miss Opal Berg, Lagorio; vice-president, Jean FerSaunders, historian; and Beverley
The tea hours are from 3 to
Miss Grace Cornogg, Mr. Robert guson; secretary-treasurer, Jean Bernadine Badger, Katherine Saun
Meyer, musician.
o'clock.
Fenix and Mr. Emory Fast.
| Morrall; historian, Jean Marie ders, and Winifred Roach.
At

n(js

ot

aring

Rippey Visits

Epsilon Enjoy
Weekend At I Formal Dance
Lokoya
For Mu Zeta
On Campus

Linen Shower Epsilon Honors
Honors Bride- Miss Berg At
Formal Dinner
Elect

Mu Phi Epsilon
To Honor Seniors
\,\At Breakfast

Bob
Wentz
To
Lead Rhizites
As Prexy

Mothers Are
Picnic Guesti

Zetagatheans
Install At
Tea

e

Berg, Fenix Rite
Set Informally
For June 13

Library Receives
Archania Gift

In a quiet, infromal ceremony
in the garden of Mr. and Mrs.
John Gardner, 122 Knoles Way,
Archania recently turned over
Tuesday morning, June 13, at 8
o'clock, Miss Opal Berg will be- to the Pacific library a collection
come the bride of Mr. Robert Fenix. of old Pacific Pharoahs, NaranPerforming the ceremony, ap- Jad°s- and ,Paflc Weeklies, as
propriately enough, will be Dr I well as old minutes and scrap books
Tully C. Knoles,
president of the of the fraternity,
ruiiy
e-""100, v
„Th ubrary ja extremely grateCollege of the Pacific, and Dwayne
f
' "
„ 1
L
ful for contributions of this sort,
Orton, pres en o
d and would particularly appreciate
lege, both Doctors of Divinity and I
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Namn_
former minis ers.
Miss Berg, dean of women at the
College of the Pacific and Stockton
Junior College, will be simply attired in a white sharkskin suit.
Following the ceremony there
will be a wedding breakfast served
on the lawn. Only members of the

jados,"
J
•

stated

Head

Summer Play
Come out this summer in the smart Cali
fornia mode play clothes featured in the
Sports Shop at Smith & Lang. Cleverly
styled Play Suits, and Swimming Suits
made by nationally famous companies.

Librarian

ueroul '
„' ' ' :
~
immediate families of the couple
and close friends will be present
and there will be no attending best
I man or bridesmaid.

Play Suits
Lively colors in fascinating combinations
in print cottons and spun rayon. One and
two-piece sun suits with swing skirts.

2.95 to 6.95
Dressmaker Suits
Cotton, Jersey lined, and satin lastex dress
maker suits in ravishing colors.

2.95 to 6.95
Jantzen, Gantner, Mabs
of Hollywood, Matletex
Suits

ONE
WAY

ROUND
TRIP

ON YOUR TRIP

LOS ANGELES .. .$ 4.60
SAN FRANCISCO. 1.26
PORTLAND
10.60
FRESNO
1.82

H O M E

Depot: Sutter & Washington, Stockton, Cal.
Phone 44671

SAVE

$ 8.30
2.30
18.00
3.30

Jantzen's "glamorous fabrics" and satin
lastex suits, Mabs of Hollywood two-way
stretch satin lastex suits, Gantner and Mattern "Floating Bra" suit, and the original
Matletex cotton and satin shirred suitsall flatter your figure.

4.95 to 10.95

GOGGLE-EYED
SUN
GLASSES — Giant-rimmed
dark glasses — pink O r A
and blue rims
A..3V/

S M l T H & L A N c .
jMjtXJLTLjCdL JbuifiuCLftUMl

k C R E Y H O U N

BLINKERS — Smoked glass
blinkers for
ROf*
sunny hours
WL

TZJuinjL. 5"5 8 51
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Pacific Pair Dizzy Sports!
Enters P. A. We Got 'Em,
Fellows
Classic
By JACK PRICE
This being the final issue of the
Weekly until next fall, the spprts
department ran a little (maybe I
should say a lot) short of straight
news so we have gathered together
for you the most brilliant screw
ball sports scribes on the staff to
present 'their version of how the
final edition should or shouldn't
look. All depending on what sort
of a mood the heat has forced
you into.
I asked "Mad" Savelll to dash
off a quickie for publication this
week and you can see what he
produced. It's no fault of mine
as he forced me to print his feeble
scribbling at the point of a sling
shot.
MORE DOPE
Just to make .the predictions
complete and on solid ground,
Alex and I will tab the Yankees
and the Chicago Cdbs to play the
World Series, with Joe McCarthy's
slugging nine emerging with the
baseball championship for the
fourth straight year. In fact we
doubt very much if the Cubs will
be able to grab a single game
from their American League supe
riors.
TWO-TON TONY
In the Joe Louis-Tony Galento
farce, the Brown Bomber will dust
off the beer-stuffed Tony in three
rounds and probably leave the
ring without so much as drawing
a deep breath. The only reason
Two-Ton Tony should survive the
opening round will be due to his
tough hide. Why such a match
was ever made is beyond my com
prehension, but you can bet your
bottom dollar it'll be the Bomber's
prize killing.
TRACK AWARD
With predictions out of the way,
Coach Jackson's track award for
the most consistent performer who
contributed the most towards team
spirit steps into the limelight with
Jack Hanner gaining the honor.
Discovered as a natural miler
with a promising future, Hanner
worked out nightly under the
watchful eye of Jackson all sea
son and took time off to grab his
share of points during the Junior
College meets. Being a freshman
this year, Jack has three more
years of competition in the inter
collegiate class and he should de
velop into a top-ranking distance
man before he puts aside his spike
slippers.
Closing at last, I would like to
thank the readers for the way
they have accepted my presenta
tion on the sports page during

Looney And Ford
Unable To Enter
San Jose Meet
Making their first bids for Pa
cific Coast cinder recognition,
George Tomasini will enter the half
mile race and Fred Bonnifield, the
discus throw, Saturday, in the an
nual Pacific Association track
meet at San Jose against a topnotch field of half milers.
Tommy will undoubtedly find his
toughest competition In Hyde, San
Mateo's National Junior College
880 yard champlin. Hyde covered
the half mile well under 1:55, to
gain the national title at Sacra
mento Jaysee last week.
NEVER PRESSED
Thus far this season, Pacific's
middle distance ace has made
1:58.8 on several occasions and
while his top time is still four
seconds slower than that of Hyde,
Tommy has never been pressed.
Although Jackson doesn't expect
the Tiger trackster to finish In
front, he does predict that Toma
sini will finish in the money.
SUPER HURLER
Hurling the discus out well over
a hundred and fifty feet during
the past two weeks, Fred "The
Red" Bonnifield should walk off
with top honors in his division,
if he continues to maintain his form
with the platter.
Getting off to a slow start at the
opening of track season and suffer
ing an injured hand during the
West Coast Relays at Fresno sev
eral weeks ago, Fred didn't hit his
stride until the close of Pacific's
spike campaign.
"Leaping Lew" Ford, winner of
the high jump at the West Coast
Relays, will be unable to enter the
meet due to its interference with
a previously planned field trip.
POINTMEN OUT
Another Tiger ace who will be
missing from the P.
entries will
be Dan Looney, Far Western Con
ference quarter mile champ. Looney
was informed of the meet too late
to make preparations for entry.
Both Ford and Looney have been
star performers all season and they
would probably have been able to
place on or near the top had they
entered.

here and there, understanding that
none of us pretends to be perfect.
It has been a lot of fun giving
the progress of the Stockton Jaysee and College of Pacific in the
Pacific Coast sports realm.

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

BOB'S

Main A EI Dorado, Ph. 2-4898
Poplar A Yosemlte, Ph. 2-5143
Everything to be found in a
First-CInss Pharmacy

BOB'S BARBER SHOP
ON PACIFIC AVE.

Dr. Marshall C. Turner

COLLEGE PINS
AND TROPHIES

DENTISTRY
2319 Pacific Ave.
Phone 8-8362
Hours 9-5
Evenings by Appointment

FRIEDBERGER'S
339 East Main Street
. . . JEWELERS . . .

For better business positions

HUMPHREYS

BLUE RIBBON

(Since 1896)

School of Business

Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber Stockton

Dairy Products
Serve Pacific
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

Meet The
Gang

PACIFIC
COFFEE SHOP

AT

BOBB INN

"WHERE THE FOOD
IS ALWAYS GOOD"

Fountain—Curb Service
On El Dorado

CLOWES' DAIRY
Farm
West's Lane
ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Stagg To Work
In Two Coast
Track Meets
Coach A. A. Stagg, while just in
the process of thinking about foot
ball this month, will be busy refereeing various track meets on the
Coast.
Stagg will act as referee in the
National Collegiate Meet to be held
in Los Angeles June 16 and 17.
This Is the annual NC2A with the
highly-favored Trojans acting as
hosts.
He will also be an official in the
Big Ten-Pacific Coast Conference
Meet to be held in the Bay area on
June 21. This meet will introduce
something new in the way of track
meets, being a twilight affair start
ing at five In the evening.

U. Chicago Grid Encounter Is Feature;
Tracksters Show Surprising Improvement
Taking on a fresh coat of Orange and Black paint
at the beginning of the 1938-39 sports season, Pacific's
revamped Tiger went through the college year with the
most outstanding progress towards the Hall of Sports
fame in the school's history.
GRID RESUME
•"
Opening with football in the fall, were forced to a cellar spot in the
with Coach Alonzo Stagg and Northern Cat loop and a fourth
Ralph Francis at the helm, the place tie in the Far-Wostern Con
fighting Tigers hit a rut and ference with Fresno State.
dropped a tough 7-0 thriller to the
Opening the season in sensational
Loyola Lions at Los Angeles and form, the Francismen beat San
then continued on to take a drub Jose for their first league win In
bing from the California Bears by the tough Northern Cal. league.
some thirty-nine points.
Unfortunately, It was their only
Hitting a breather In their third one.
grid clash, the Staggmen took an
Constant injuries hindered the
easy victory from the Cal Ramblers Tigers' chances of progress and the
for their initial entrance to the casaba season was written off the
win column. The Tigers were still books as a flop for the first time
off their stride, however, and they in Pacific's Far-Western Confer
took a stinging 19-6 defeat at the ence.
hands of the San Jose Spartans.
SPRING SPORTS
After getting off to such a slow
At the close of basketball season,
start, the Bengals seemed to be the tennis team began to take over
doomed for the season, but a the sportlight, along with track and
record-score victory over the Ne swimming.
vada Wolves, 51-0, at Home coming,
In tennis the doubles combination
brought the old Tiger victory lust of Francis Hellman and Herm
back greater than ever.
Saplro reached the conference
FRESNO THRILLER
finals and finally lost the title to
By this time the Pacific fans were St. John and Anderson after a
going wild and school spirit was three and a half hour match.
Coach Kjeldsen announced that
reaching new heights and then
came the Fresno game. What an there wouldn't be a varsity swim
affair that was! Alumni will re ming team, but that the Jaysee
member that Bengal victory for team would take over the varsity
a long time to come. Three touch schedule and take over they did.
downs In the second quarter sewe'd HOT SWIMMERS
Getting off on the right foot, the
up the game for C. O. P.
Stepping off the sixteen car Cubs swept through the field and
train two thousand strong, the closed the season with ten victor
Raisin City fans were waving ies and three defeats, one of the
money in the air and handling all lickings being handed out by the
Pacific takers with the greatest Stanford Frosh, who have the
of confidence. The vision of the greatest frosh swimming teams In
Stagg fans standing during the the country.
Number one standout of the team
entire second half and yelling their
heads off for the Old Man's cleated was Freddie Van Dyke, backstroke
warriors was something not easily cahmplon. Freddie broke pool rec
ords at practically every meet and
forgotten.
showed possibilities of making the
CHICAGO BIG MOMENT
Olympic games swimming team.
Then winding up the season In a TRACK SEASON
triumphant march over the Uni
Moving into his second year of
versity of Chicago, the Aggies
track, the re-painted Tiger had a
Chico State and the San Diego
top notch season under the wing
Marines.
of Coach Jackson and breezed
Returning to the Midway after
home an easy second In the Farsix years on the Coast, Coach
Western Conference final behind
Amos Alonzo Stagg sent his little
Fresno State.
band of Tigers out to do battle with
Developing a large field of In
the mighty University of Chicago
dividual stars in Ford, Looney,
Big Ten team and established him
Bonnifield, Ritchie, Tomasini and
self as still king of the Midway,
Stan Hill, Jackson brought the
with a 32-0 win over the Maroons.
Bengals out of the rought and into
The Tigers undoubtably reached
the Coast spotlight.
their greatest height of the season
Captain Lew Ford was top man
at Chicago and their was no stop
of the season with his brilliant
ping them from there on in to their
first place showing against the
finale with the San Diego Marines.
pick if the Coast in the high jump
The Bengals finished the grid year
at the Fresno Relays.
with an unbroken string of six
All in all, the old Bengal Tiger
wins.
really stepped out and moved
BASKET SEASON
towards the front of the class dur
Hoping to take up where the ing the past year and, if early In
gridders left off, Coach Ralph dications run true to form, next
Francis and his varsity basketeers year will see the Golden Tiger
ran inti a streak of tough luck and climbing to a higher pinnacle.

Casaba Schedule
For Varsity
Released
Undaunted by last season's hectic
play, Coach Ralph Francis has
scheduled fifteen tough games for
his Pacific varsity cagers In their
1940 basketball campaign.
Counting on the use of several
of this year's Frosh stars for his
casaba tossers next year, the genial
mentor of the hardwood is looking
forward to stamping out this year's
crushing defeats.
The addition of Monagan and
Rogers to the varsity line-up will be
a definite boost to the Tigers' cage
hopes.

PALM BEACH
SUIT

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

Now $1550
Extra Slacks—$4.75

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.

Light—Medium—Dark
Single or Double Breasted
SHOW'EM FIRST

INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
Miner Avenue at San Joaquin Street

U

Y

Although the Baer-Nova fight
came off last night after the
Weekly went to press, several of
Pacific's dopesters took a long
chance and predicted outcome of
the fistic battle on Thursday eve
ning.
Undaunted by possible disgrace
the following predictions were
compiled for the Weekly readers:
Alex Donsker — Baer is rather
old as pugilists go, but I'm putting
my two-bits on the California
butcher boy to k.o. the mystic
Nova In the twelfth round or win
by a close decision.
Greg Phifer—Baer to win by a
t.k.o. within six rounds. My rea
son for picking Maxie is that the
Livermore air makes 'em tough.
OPTIMISTIC
Bob "the Admiral" Dewey (Wild
Man of Epsilon's Weakend) —
Nova is a clever boxer with a fast
left hook and has several years
of youth advantage. Lou will win
by a knockout. I'll be around to
collect my dollar when the paper
comes out, Price boy.
"Vallejo Bob" Moaagan (Pa
cific's coming publicity director)—
Nova will have cut the Baer into
eatable hamburger by the time
the Weekly reaches its Friday
readers. So save a quarter of
your feeble bank roll to pay me,
Sports Spice.
BECKER'S LAST STAND
"Wild Bill" Becker (who will
soon settle down)—Nova will win
in a breeze, but Maxie might hand
him a few hot moments in the
early rounds. Donsker and Price
are off the beat.
Jack "Long Shot" Price—Every
one has been taking a crack at
my good nature, but I'll be the
boy with the pocket of money Fri
day morning. Although Maxie is
a little dissipated from acquiring
the barfly technique, he still packs
a right that is unequaled In the
heavyweight division today. With
the spare tire (that's his young
son) he has to fight for, the Cali
fornia playboy will set Mr. Nova
in the customers' laps in eight
rounds.
HOLD IT, GIRLS
Dottie Stegall—I pick Maxie be
cause he has my "dream boy's"
build and he wears the cutest
purple trunks I've ever seen. Boy,
what a man!
Janet McGlnnis—Nova is more
refined that Baer and class will
tell, I always say.
Betty Dixon (lends the social
touch)—At that delightfully ap
pointed affair at which Mr. Max
Baer and Mr. Lou Nova are cohosts, I believe that Mr. Baer will
graciously present Mr. Nova with
the old k.o., in keeping with the
black and blue color motif.
'Nuff said, sport critics. Some
will be called duds and the others
will be wallowing in the summer
glory when the sports page reach
es the readers' hands.

Adding the mixed doubles All
College Championship gave Stew
art Browne, Jaysee ranking man,
a clean sweep in the All-College
Tennis Tournament. He teamed
with Francis Banchio to win the
men's doubles and June Vickland
In the mixed doubles competition
and won the men's singles.
The semi-final round found Ted
Eschwlg and Rowena Satterberg
upsetting the dope by defeating
Francis Banchio and Toni Rifberg, 0-6,
6-2,
6-2.
Stewart
Browne and June Vickland had
difficulty in their first set with
Ralph Trembley and Betty Klrkpatrick, but pulled out of a bad
hole to win going away, 7-5, 6-4.
In the finals Browne and Miss
Vickland encountered little com
petition from Ted Eschwing and
Miss Satterberg. The scores were
short and decisive, being 6-1, 6-2.
In the women's singles competi
tion June Vickland, diminutive
ace, is facing Charlotte Smith,
personality-plus girl, and the final
result is still unavailable. Miss
Vickland occupies the favorite's
corner in this match.

ROLLA-TORIUM
21 N. Aurora St.

SKATING EVERY
AFTERNOON AND
EVENING
For Special Party Rates
Phone 2-9348

CAMPUS REPS:

YOST

OST BROS.

•S T Y L E S T O R E F O R < J V \ E N •
320 E. Main St.
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Football Already?
Yep, Tigers All Sel
Stagg Faces Tough Schedule Upon
Reaching Half Century Of Coachir
By ALEX DONSKER
It's very warm weather we're having this mont
It's certainly not football season, to be sure. But
guy who tells me what to do for a living says he war
a football story even though the grid season is mont
off. So here goes—your guess is as good as mine, ma
maybe better.
•'
From the way things figure out much we're going to beat them
Number one on the list of
on paper, Coach Stagg's Golden
Tigers look to be the cream of tims Is the University of Sot
the crop. Losing only three men Dakota, the game to be played
from last year's starting line-up, Sacramento under the sponsors!
of the Sclots on September
Coach Harry Carnage and his b<|
will do a few thousand miles
eling across country to op
Stagg's fiftieth season.
Gri
things are planned in the Cap!
City in the way of celebratio
for Stagg & Co.
Then follows a little engagem4
with the University of Californ
Loyola, University of Nevac
Chico State, Cal Aggies, Universi
of Arizona, Fresno State,
Diego Marines, and then If
wasn't enough, the lads take*
jaunt to the land of the hu
hula gals to do battle with
University of Hawaii.
All in all it looks like thq
Golden Tigers will have plenty
keep them busy next fall.
Most of the boys will be
working under that hot sumr
sun to be In good condition
next season, although it is rum<|
ed that a few may take thin
easy and one or two may be
down-right loafers de luxe, gettll
their share of swimming, flshitt
and loving, and nothing much els
Seriously though, the Tigers ]
a potentially great team. The dq
sheet says so, the players said
—but as we said before, yo|
guess is as good as ours, probab
better.

Stagg will have a veteran outfit
for his fiftieth year as an active
coach.
Some of the returning notables
to the Tiger lair inclue Messrs.
Kientz, Adamina, McWilliams, Ir
win, Oleata, Vaughn, Domench,
Cooper and others who will share
In the glory to come. Backing up
this imposing list are Newcomers
Boyarsky, Ritchie, Woodrum,
Dow, who should see plenty of
action on the battle-line.
But before we go praising the
Tigers too much and making them
Far Western Conference champs,
Robert E. Burns, College Re
it might be a good idea to look istrar, is to be the BaccaleureJ
over the schedule and see just speaker at San Juan High Schofi
who we're going to play, and how Fair Oaks, California, on June!

Burns To Speak

Take
easyitin
Bravo and McKeegan

Browne Sensational
In All-College
Tennis Finals

LAUNDRY - DRY CLEANING?

2

it Y

BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Jan. 2—San Jose State at
Pacific.
Jan. 6—San Jose State at San
Jose.
Jan. 9—University of Santa
Clara at Santa Clara.
Jan. 13—University of San
Francisco at Pacific.
Jan. 16—University of Santa
Clara at Pacific.
Jan. 20—Stanford University
at Stanford.
Jan. 25—University of San
Francisco at San Francisco.
Feb. 9—University of Nevada
at Reno.
Feb. 10—University of Nevada
at Reno.
Feb. 15—California Aggies at
Pacific.
Feb. 17—California Aggies at
Davis.
Feb. 23—Fresno State at Pa
cific.
Feb. 24—Fresno State at Pa
cific.
March 1—Chico State at Pa
cific.
March 2—Chico State at Pa
cific.

Why Not A

PAT DUNLAP

LL

PROGRAM DURING YEAR

FOR GRADUATION
and SUMMER WEAR

Campus Kepresentatlve

Critics Are About
Even On Fight
Predictions

ALL-AROUND SPORTS

2043 Pacific Avenue

"9 7 2":

b y JACK PRICE

PACIFIC ENJOYS GOOD

-YOST BROS.

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

Phone
6-6916;

Arnle "Leather-lung" Scott, one
of Pacific's ace distance men, will
enter the annual Statuta Race,
an eight-mile trek across the
streets of San Francisco next Sun
day afternoon In an effort to
bring home the bacon (trophy)
and cop some nice publicity from
the big-wigs in the cross-city ex
travaganza.
Scott will be up against all the
competition that the Olympic Club,
the Spartan Club and the Athens
Club can muster at their com
mand. There will be over fifty
entrants in the race.
The eight-mile hike is being
sponsored by the All-Italian AthleUc Club of San Francisco and
promises to be a hot affair, espe
cially if the weather keeps going
at the present rate.
"Iron-legs" has been training ar
duously for the past several weeks
in preparation for the tough jaunt
ahead, running four or five miles
a day In training.

Kill ted

SERVING BREAKFAST,
LUNCH and DINNER

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

Producers and Distribu
tors of the finest in
Dairy Products

QUITE A MESS
By the way, here's a little story
I picked up . . ,
The game started off with Cigar
in the box and Small-pox catching.
Corn was In the field and Straw
berry Short-cake was playing
short. Glue was at the stick.
Glue got a hit and stuck to first.
Song made a hit and Glue went
to second.
Sawdust filled the
bags. Then Soap got up and
cleaned the bases.
Cigar came out of the box and
Ice came In. The crowd cheered
when Spider ca-(Tht a fly. Ice
kept cool until a ball hit him on
the head then you should have
heard Ice Cream. Lightning re
placed Ice in the box. Lightning
struck out the last two men. They
lost, but If Door had pitched, he
would have shut them out.
That's all folks. Sometimes I
wish I were born smart instead pf
good looking.

Scott Enters
Statuta Race
the spring semester and for bear In 'Frisco
ing with me on the mistakes made

Business And Professional Directory
Forty-Nine Drug Co.

By Ben Savelll
Assassinated Press Correspondent
This being the last Issue of the
semester, I will attempt to give
you guys and gals the round-up
in the world of sports.
Racing—The Santa Anita Handi
cap:
1. Table Cream—Can't be beaten
2. Jerry's Ma—A swell mudder
3. Air Balloon—Will be up there
4. Tom Catt—May scratch
5. Lunch Hour—12 to 1
6. Dirty Spot—Will show
Football—This year's Ail-Ameri
can team:
R.E.—Bottom—of Pitt
R.T.—Tube—of Colgate
R.G.—Coal—of Pennsylvania
C.—Bowl—of Rice
L.G.—Poo-Poop—of Duke
L.T.—Bells—of St. Mary's
L.E.—Sinking—of Maine
Q.—Spirit—of Notre Dame
L.H.—District—of Columbia
R.H.—Locksmith—of Yale
F.—Kollege—of Pacific
I guess that will have you rollin'
in the aisles!!!

Hpngal sports fag?

Idiots Dope
Delight On
Baer-Nova

Archania—R. TREMBLY
Omega Phi—A. IRISH
Rhizomia —P. YOB
Men's Hall— J. TUDOR
Co-op— B. BECKER

National Towel & Laundry Co.

SPORT COATS
and SLACKS
It's a national trend for Spring—this "dress-up
and relax" style for men. We know you'll agree
the ndw Bravo and McKeegan Sport Coats and
Slacks are a perfect answer. They're rough heman fabrics styled in a sensible drape that fits
you easily and naturally. You'll find top style
with comfort in Bravo and McKeegan Sport Coats
and Slack.

Sport Coats
Slacks

13.50 t0 25.00
5.95 to 12.50

BmM) & MsKHSAB
fo r men _ for boys
*13-317

EAST

MAIN STREET

